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ABSTRACT 

Parallel programming is difficult due to the heterogeneity of parallel programming 

paradigm, programming languages and constructs available. A parallel programmer faces 

many difficulties in debugging and porting of the program. This research attempts to 

reduce some of these difficulties Design Patterns capture best practices of software 

development. The pattern-based approach of parallel programming helps in writing 

portable, flexible and maintainable parallel software. Patterns normally are not biased with 

the environment in which pattern-based code runs but in case of parallel programming 

selection of particular pattern are dependent on the hardware environment and 

programming paradigm used. In this research work, we have applied different patterns on 

problems like computation of PI, large prime number generation and molecular dynamics 

simulation. Pattern-based design is compared with the sequential approach of parallel 

programming. Pattern-based code is executed under different programming paradigm each 

with a different number of cores. The hybrid approach of parallel programming combines 

the best features of MPI (Distributed memory programming model) and OpenMP  (Shared 

memory programming model). In this research, we have also experimented with a hybrid 

approach of parallel programming with patterns. Multilevel master worker (Master -

Coordinator -Worker) approach is used to design problems written with hybrid 

programming. This type of solution is useful for execution in heterogeneous clusters. In 

parallel programming, selection of pattern is important and based on hardware, 

programming paradigm and optimization available. Parallel programmer can be supported 

by devising adaptive pattern which can adapt according to architecture. 

We have documented “Adaptive design pattern for parallel programming” which adapt 

hardware environment by defining a hierarchy of workers which are flexible to support 

different capabilities required. This thesis will helps in improving adaptability of parallel 

software. 
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CHAPTER – I 

INTRODUCTION 

Objective: This chapter introduce recent trends in computer architecture, parallel 

programming and development in design patterns. It also discusses challenges in developing 

parallel applications.   

1.1 Introduction 

We have observed huge development in computer hardware and architecture. Microprocessor 

clock speeds have tremendously improved in last three decades. Current processors use 

multiple functional units and execute multiple instructions in the same cycle. We have also 

witnessed development of shared memory multiprocessors, MPPs (Massively Parallel 

Processor), multicore processor and clusters in last 50 years. We have summarized 

development in computer architecture in Appendix –A. 

The parallel programming gains interest in late 1950s having thought of supercomputer 

development. Earlier the parallel computers were based on shared memory multiprocessors. 

The shared memory programming paradigm was dominant for development of programs, then 

after massively parallel processors (MPPs) dominated up to 90s. The MPPs suitability to 

message passing paradigm makes message passing programming paradigm popular that time. 

The development of clusters replaced MPPs for many applications.   

Message Passing Interface (MPI-1.0) [1] was released in 1994 for MPPs and clusters. In 

shared memory multiprocessor computing, pthreads [2] and OpenMP [3] emerged as standard 

for creating threads. In recent development Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) [4] is emerged as 

new programming paradigm.   

There is lot of emphasis on parallel software development with the availability of parallel 

computer hardware. The software engineering needs to come up with innovative approaches 

for parallel program design which can utilize parallelism available. 
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1.2 Challenges in Parallel Programming 

Since inception of programming we have followed sequential programming paradigm, 

thinking parallel or decomposing problems into parallel tasks is hard for many of us. These all 

increases complexity and work for programmer.  Shifting from sequential coding paradigm to 

parallel is very difficult.  There are number of challenges reported in literature [5][6][7][8].     

In Parallel programming, programmer is exposed to parallel architectures, which creates 

parallel program biased to particular architecture. Architecture influences Programming 

models. We can observe in message passing model provides MPI (Message Passing Interface) 

which is suitable for Distributed Shared Memory where processes communicate through 

messages. While in Thread Based Programming models threads [9] are used which works on 

shared memory approach. 

Understanding parallel code is not easy as programmers are used to work with sequential 

code. The flow of execution is easily understandable in sequential program. While parallel 

programs generally have multiple threads of control which is difficult to comprehend. We can 

summarize different challenges in parallel programming: 

● Paradigm Change: Generally programming problems modeled with sequential 

program design thinking. Most of the programs written in the sequential paradigm. 

We can also notice that there is no unique execution model and programming 

paradigm to deal with parallelism. That is the reason programmer needs to work for 

details of everything. Programmer need to work for lower level API's to exploit 

parallelism 

● Lack of Expert Programmers: There is a scarcity of expert parallel programmers. We 

need to give easier paradigm for parallel programming to increase interest in parallel 

programming.  

● Requirement of Domain Knowledge:  Domain knowledge is mandatory for developing 

efficient parallel application. Domain knowledge is important to parallelize large 

applications. Compilers can parallelize simplistic code and instruction level parallelism 

but explicit parallelism is only way to achieve highest level of parallelism. 

Programmers need to specify concurrency properly, for which both domain and 

programming expertise are required. 
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● Portability:  Parallel programs are not portable. Programmer needs to make several 

changes to port the program from one parallel development environment to another. 

There are varieties of multicore architectures release in recent time. Architecture varies 

in terms of interconnection networks, cache size, optimizations etc. Intel launched 10 

different multicore processors in the period of 6 years (2004-2010). The parallel 

programs are optimal when threads mapped to number of cores efficiently, or memory 

model is utilised effectively. All this things are considered when programmer develop 

an application for machine X but when we port same program to machine Y, program 

may not remain efficient due to change in number of core, memory model or 

interconnection network. 

● Compatibility: The other problem may be compatibility of the program with other 

computing hardware and software.  

 Difficult Debugging:  Debugging is difficult in case of parallel programming. Tools 

are not matured to provide efficient testing and debugging. The parallel program may 

have large number of possible execution orderings. The programmer may not 

anticipate all of these. The mistake in synchronization is also difficult to detect and 

leads to serious deadlock. 

● Data Dependence, Communication, and Synchronization: The communication and 

synchronization mechanism depends upon architecture used and parallel 

programming language. 

 

1.3 Motivation for parallel programming 

 The parallel programming is becoming important for serving needs of variety of scientific and 

engineering applications. Bioinformatics, Astrophysics, Particle Physics and Meteorology and 

many more requires huge computation facilities to solve their problems. The applications are 

many and diverse such as sequence alignment (BLAST) or protein folding in Bioinformatics, 

astrophysics data analysis. 

Recent Parallel architectures offer the possibility to address increasingly complex problems 

now, which would otherwise take decades or be unfeasible to solve. For the last few decades 

the computer industry has been a cycle where new faster hardware enables the development of 

more complex and resource demanding software, which in turn promotes the development of 
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even faster hardware. To increase the speed of an application, the best strategy has been 

simply to buy newer hardware. 

In 2006, Intel use different strategy for performance improvement by introducing new 

processors having multiple cores. The multicore architectures needs parallelism should be 

exploited by software developers to gain performance. The situation raises challenge of 

parallel software design known as multi-core crisis [10].  

Furthermore, this trend will continue over the following decades as Intel, the leading CPU 

manufacturer, will continue to develop multi-core systems. We shall soon see processors 

featuring 80 cores and eventually possibly hundreds and even thousands of cores [11]. 

As multi-core processors bring parallel computing to mainstream customers, the key challenge 

in computing is to shift to parallel application development which can utilize multi-core to 

many-core. Seeing the history of parallel programming, we have no unique acceptable 

technology for parallel program development. Some leading industries are attempting for 

standardization in parallel programming and changes required will affect the entire parallel 

software development community. It seems difficult in near future and will not happen in 

short span of time. While thinking about future applications such as photorealistic graphics, 

image and video processing, big data, artificial intelligence, and machine learning which 

depends on parallel algorithms.  The future for parallel computing is bright, but with new 

opportunities we have to face new challenges. 

 

1.4 Design Pattern Development 

The idea of design pattern was given by Christopher Alexander in 1977. “A Pattern 

Language: towns, buildings, construction” [12] described a practical architectural system and 

gives notion of patterns. 

In [13] Beth Adelson and Elliot Soloway express their idea of reusing partial design of 

software from experienced software designers. Design patterns [14] are common solutions to 

recurring problem. Design patterns documents successful design solutions in a particular 

context. Design patterns offers guideline and best practices of software development. Design 

patterns have been proposed for many domains and used to communicate design knowledge. 

The Gang of Four (GoF) (Gamma, Helm, Johnson, Vlissides) documented software design 

pattern in their famous book [15]. The design pattern book documented 23 design patterns 
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widely talked and used by software community. The GoF book provided details regarding 

context, intent and applicability of the patterns.    

For increasing reusability, Componentizable patterns are defined in [16]. These are design 

patterns that are transformed into reusable components. The patterns that cannot be 

transformed in components are non Componentizable patterns. Componentizable pattern 

provides reusability at the highest level. 

Another development in design pattern is notion of Pattern Language. A pattern language 

[17] is a set of patterns that guide an architect through a design. Pattern languages are a useful 

medium for documenting software architectures.  

The generative design patterns [18] generate skeleton code for particular pattern. They 

provide rapid transformation from design to implementation. Other benefits of generative 

design patterns are low probability of bugs and errors, better structure of code, readability and 

program maintenance. 

Another development in design pattern is their use to specific domains like game design, UI 

design, Client server programming and many more.  

   

1.5 Objective and scope of work 

The overall objectives of the research are summarized as: 

“Device adaptive pattern which can behave according to architecture and map problem from 

algorithmic domain to shared memory, distributed memory environment and hybrid 

environment”.  

In this research, we have focused on the embarrassingly parallel problems in which 

concurrency can be easily identified and needs to be exploited carefully by programmer.   

⮚  To compare the performance of parallel programs on shared memory, distributed 

memory and the hybrid environment with sequential code and pattern based code. 

⮚  To propose Architectural Pattern that separate task specification from algorithmic 

strategy. The focus is on separation of concern. Three important concerns are 

concurrency, communication and synchronization. 

⮚  To extend formal framework of Design Pattern to give it capability to represent 

Parallel Design Pattern. We have combined best practices from various 

mathematical languages to represent various aspects i.e. structural, behavioural and 

contractual aspects. Our framework is useful especial in case of Parallel Design 
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Patterns because it uses notation important in showing ordering and 

synchronization.  

⮚  To promote the use of design pattern in parallel programming without worrying 

about interoperability. Programmer can use best practices and start with parallel 

program structures. This work shows a method of using design patterns in the 

parallel software development system.  

⮚  To improve the adaptability of parallel software design to work in different 

environments i.e. shared memory, distributed memory, and hybrid environment. 

⮚  To provide flexible design to adapt changes in different parallel programming 

constructs. 

 
 

Scope of the research work: 
 

We define the scope of our research as: 

● To compare sequential code with parallel code on different programming 

environment like Java, OpenMP, MPI, Hybrid (OpenMP –MPI).  

● To apply different parallel design patterns (like Master Worker, SPMD, Distributor) 

on MD Simulation on different architectures like shared memory, distributed memory 

and cluster. 

● To provide a formal framework for representation of parallel design patterns. 

● Formulate an Adaptive Design Pattern which can be adaptive and flexible to change 

according to architecture. 

● Compare different parameters like performance, LOC and flexibility of pattern based 

code with non pattern based code. 

 

1.6 Research Contribution 

In this research work, we have experimented with parallel design patterns their suitability 

with particular environment and language. Although pattern-based parallel programming 

approach is not new and has been explored earlier in [19] [20] [21] , it is still difficult to use 

parallel pattern due to their diversity and biasing to hardware, programming paradigm, and 

optimization. We have provided a new formal approach to specify parallel pattern and 

documented Adaptive design pattern for parallel programming. 
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The contribution of this dissertation can be summarized as: 

 Extended formal specification of design patterns to represent parallel design pattern. 

The formal framework defined helps in dealing with parallel design patterns. It also 

useful in describing interoperability of design patterns. 

 Conducted unique experiments in pattern based design for generating large prime 

number in MPI cluster. We have design solution in a way to accommodate different 

number of cores. 

 Molecular dynamics simulation has unprecedented experimented with patterns like 

SPMD, Master Worker and Multilevel Master Worker in different programming 

environments. The pattern-based code of MD simulation is compared with sequential 

code from a shared memory environment to a heterogeneous cluster environment. 

 Provide a novel approach to formulating the “Adaptive Design Pattern for Parallel 

Programming” in the thesis. Such an adaptive design pattern adapts to a particular 

environment by picking a design based on suitability of patterns in that environment. 

 Adaptive pattern-based design provides flexibility to the programmer to use patterns 

without worrying about their interoperability. The approach provided separation of 

concerns by separating task specification from concurrency and communication 

management.  

 Adaptive design pattern is demonstrated with SPMD, Master Worker and Multilevel 

Master Worker but it can incorporate patterns suitable for Task Parallelism 

environment. 

The approach is inspired by Honeybee task allocation model in which honey bee matures 

with time and can handle more sophisticated tasks. In the same way our design allows 

capabilities that can be added dynamically to workers by using hooks. The provision of 

adding capabilities dynamically and based on architecture and programming language gives 

us flexibility and adaptability. The worker hierarchy is implemented in a way to achieve 

encapsulation and substitutable in case of changes. In the adaptive design pattern, Pattern 

Advisor picks up the best suitable pattern from pattern base for our context. We can thus 

reduce complexity in selecting parallel patterns. 
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1.7 Hardware Environment 

All the programs implemented in PARAM YUVA-II. PARAM Yuva II [22] is a High 

Performance Computing Cluster that is among the latest addition to the series of prestigious 

PARAM series of Supercomputers built in India. PARAM Yuva II constituting of Intel Xeon 

processors, RCS based accelerator cards, Intel Xeon Phi co-processors, NVIDIA GPUs, and 

AMD SMP server. It provides a heterogeneous platform for users to explore a wide range of 

scientific applications. Appendix B provides a brief overview of submitting jobs in PARAM 

YUVA –II. 

PARAM Yuva II has four sub clusters: 

1. The First sub cluster is a 218 node cluster of Intel server system R2000GZ with two Intel 

Xeon E5-2670 (Sandy Bridge) processor (eight cores each), with FDR Infiniband 

interconnect. Each of these nodes has two Intel Xeon Phi 5110 Processors, each with 60 cores 

and 8 GB RAM to boost the computing power. 

2. The second one is a 100+ node cluster with HP Proliant DL580 G5 nodes, with each of the 

nodes having four Intel Xeon X7350 (Tigerton) processor (four cores each), with 

PARAMNet3 as well as DDR Infiniband interconnects. 

3. The third sub cluster is a 4 node cluster of Supermicro SuperServer 1027GR-TRF with two 

Intel Xeon E5-2650 (Sandy Bridge) processor (eight cores each), with FDR infiniband 

interconnect. Each of these nodes has two NVIDIA GPU Tesla M2090 cards to accelerate the 

performance. 

4. The fourth one is a Supermicro 4U AMD SR5690 server. This system consists of four 

AMD Opteron 6276 processors (sixteen cores each). This is connected with the rest of the 

cluster by Gigabit Ethernet connection as well as FDR Infiniband interconnect. 

PARAM YUVA 2 provides HPC facility for commercial, research and academic use. It can 

be accessed remotely via different modes (SSH, RDP and web based access). The job 

submission and queuing in PARAM- YUVA 2 is explained in appendix C. 

 

1.8 Thesis Organization 

 The thesis contains seven chapters. Chapter II describes the relevant research in 

parallel programming and use of design pattern in parallel programming. Chapter III describes 

early experiments done in shared memory computers. . Chapter IV explores mathematical 

foundation for design patterns and formalize representation of parallel design patterns. 
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Chapter V presents MD Simulation experiment performed on various architectures. Chapter 

VI explains the proposed architectural view for parallel applications development and adaptive 

design pattern for supporting structure space. The Chapter VII documented Adaptive design 

pattern with our novel approach of parallel design pattern representation.  Chapter VIII discuss 

about conclusion of the research and future work. 

  

 



CHAPTER – II 

LITERATURE SURVEY  

Objective: This chapter discuss about Design Pattern used for Parallel Programming. It 

explores state of art research in parallel programming, parallel design patterns and parallel 

programming frameworks.  

Parallel programming languages, frameworks and tools are in development from long time. 

There has been lot of interest in development of all these due to availability of better parallel 

computing resources. The main objective of all these is to reduce the complexity associated 

with parallel programming, and for exploiting resources. 

We discuss design pattern research in 2.1. Section 2.2 discusses latest trends in design pattern 

used in parallel programming and important development. The recent development in parallel 

programming languages is covered in 2.3. It gives development of various parallel 

programming systems, libraries, and tools. We have tried to explore many programming 

system and languages for parallel programming. 2.4 discuss about Pattern based parallel 

programming system. It discuss about characteristics required to develop parallel 

programming system. In 2.5 we are covering pattern languages and mainly Pattern Language 

for Parallel Programming by Tim Matson.  

2.1 Design Patterns  

Design Patterns are proven design solutions for software development. Design patterns 

documents successful design solutions in a particular context. Design patterns offers 

guideline and best practices of software development. Gang of Four (GoF) (Gamma, Helm, 

Johnson, Vlissides) documented software design pattern in their famous book [15]. The 

design pattern book documented 23 design patterns widely talked and used by software 

community. The GoF book provided details regarding context, intent and applicability of the 

patterns.  GoF categorized patterns into three important categories: 

1. Creational Patterns 

2. Behavioural Patterns 
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3. Structural Patterns 

 Creational Patterns are related to object creations. Common examples of creational patterns 

are singleton, factory, abstract factory and builder. Creational pattern provides service of 

instantiation of class. 

Behavioural patterns are used in managing algorithms, relationships, and responsibility 

between objects which is divided as: chain of responsibility, command, interpreter, iterator, 

mediator, memento, observer, state, strategy, template method, and visitor 

Structural patterns describe large object structures and organize different classes and objects. 

Examples of structural patterns are adapter, bridge, composite, decorator, facade, flyweight, 

and proxy.  

Design patterns helped in building better quality software. Design patterns were built upon 

the experience of software developers. They are a repository of knowledge of great interest 

for newcomers who can learn and apply them to their designs without repeating their elders’ 

mistakes. 

Applying one or several patterns in software design provides better modularity, hence better 

extendibility and more robustness. Some contributes to better readability, better 

understanding of the software and better separation of concerns. Applying patterns ensures 

good designs even if done by novice developer. Patterns help learn modularity and design 

right from the beginning. 

Patterns are a valuable communication means for programmers. But they are also a very good 

media to interact with higher levels of the hierarchy. Indeed, managers may not know the 

exact structure of patterns, but they are more likely to know the intent of patterns. 

For all their benefits, design patterns have also their limitations. In terms of code reusability 

design pattern is not reusable. It needs to be adapted and coded for each particular problem. 

The design pattern is not finished product like an off-the-shelf component. It is only guideline 

for better design. Design patterns gains lots of attention in software development and 

software engineering research. We have observed development of componentizable pattern, 

generative design patterns and pattern languages. Budinsky have created a web–based tool 

that generates code for the patterns. This tool also allows the user to select from the alternative 

pattern implementations found in the pattern documentation and generate code from it. 

 

The use of design patterns apart from mainstream software development has been suggested in 

many literatures. In [23] [24] Design Patterns are applied for developing network based 
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applications. Earlier design patterns are suggested in User interface design [25]. They are 

defined for developing web user interfaces design [26]. The patterns are also extended to 

develop applications of ubiquitous computing [27] [28]. 

Another important use of design pattern is game design. Bjork in [29] defined game design 

patterns. Game design patterns are patterns for description for common reoccurring elements 

of games. These patterns are popular now days for game development. 

2.2 Design Patterns and Parallel Programming 

Parallel programming is more challenging than sequential programming. In 1996, S. Siu, D. 

Goswami and A. Singh proposed application of design pattern in development of parallel 

software [20]. Same thing is suggested and recommended in [21] [30] [31]. 

We referred literature available in the context of Parallel design pattern and research work of 

parlabs [32], which has done pioneer work in the field of parallel programming. We have 

studied related solutions like framework, skeleton, and templates for solving the problem 

involved in parallel programming. 

Pattern based programming is a proven strategy to handle large software. Developing parallel 

application using patterns is explored earlier in CO2P3S [33] (Correct Object Oriented Parallel 

Pattern-based Programming System) and currently in ParLab (Parallel Laboratory USA). 

Parallel skeleton and frameworks [34] [35] are developed to support parallel programming.  

Parallel patterns like divide and conquer also evolving [36] for multicore implementation. It is 

observed that selection of pattern requires consideration of hardware environment, 

programming language and programming constructs available. Cantazaro [37] discussed the 

need of patterns that can be mapped easily in any environment. Parallel patterns are complex 

in use due to their diversity and their relationship with software, hardware, and constructs. 

Various problems with parallel patterns are considered in [38] and propose a uniform 

representation for parallel patterns HiLPR.  

 

2.3 Parallel Programming Languages, Tools and Frameworks 
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The High Performance FORTRAN (HPF) [39] was developed in 1990. It was an extension to 

Fortran-90 focusing for high performance in parallel programming. It exploits data distribution 

property to improve locality of reference. It has provided many additional statements and 

library functions important in parallel programming. It has also provided interface to message 

passing procedures developed in other languages. It supports Parallel Input-Output and storage 

association.  

X3H5 was Fortran based parallel language. It was based on Single Program Multiple Data 

(SPMD) pattern of parallel programming. X3H5 uses Shared-memory programming model. It 

provides constructs for dividing work among team of processes. It provides implicit 

synchronization and also in synchronization constructs for implementing lock and mutual 

exclusion. Similar FORTRAN based languages like ADAPTOR (Automatic DAta Parallelism 

TranslatOR), P Languages [39], FORTRAN M, FORTRAN D [40], OBJECT-ORIENTED 

FORTRAN [41], FORCE [42], PDDP (The Parallel Data Distribution Preprocessor), PCP/PFP 

(Parallel C/Fortran Preprocessor) and VIENNA FORTRAN COMPILATION SYSTEM [43] 

was developed. 

CODE 2.0 [44] provided GUI (Graphical User Interface) to describe communication structure 

of programs. It helps in visualizing data flow and dependency between various nodes. It 

support for hierarchical program development and provide dynamic graphs. A GRID was 

developed in C at University of Stuttgart. It was mainly developed for grid-based numerically 

intensive computation. GRIDS is Declarative language provides topology description and Grid 

constructs.   

The other range of parallel programming languages like JADE, CHARM [45], DINO etc. was 

based on C. JADE was a declarative, data-oriented language for coarse-grain parallel 

programming. It provides programming constructs specifying access to data. JADE provides 

facility of translation of a C program into a program (program in C with JADE constructs) 

with calls to the Jade implementation. Jade can be effectively used to develop coarse-grain 

parallel programs that execute efficiently on a range of parallel architectures. 

Cilk and CHARM are language extension to C/C++ for parallel programming. Cilk provide 

data and task parallelism with multithreading. It automatically manages speculation and 

workload balancing. CHARM was popular extensions to C for shared-memory and message-

passing systems. It provides facility of dependency specification between messages and 
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computation processes. It supports both static and dynamic load balancing. Charm can provide 

visualization for performance optimization. 

HYPERTOOL is a C extensions based on Dataflow computation. It defines a procedure as an 

atomic unit of computation to be scheduled on one processor.  It generates Task graph from 

the data flow between procedures. It also gives different performance parameters of parallel 

programs like speedup, efficiency, suspension time, communication time, etc. 

We have also witnessed development of Object oriented programming languages like Parallel 

C++ (PC++), MENTAT, COOL etc. PC++ is parallel extension to C++. It contains collection 

class for concurrent data structures. The parallel application development can take benefit of 

these Collection classes. The PC++ Collection library provides Distributed array, matrix and 

vector classes for exploiting parallelism in matrix operations. It also provides support for 

Dynamic data structures like trees, meshes, lists and queues. 

MENTAT is an extension to C++ for parallel programming. It was based on Data-driven 

computation model. In MENTAT parallelism is specified by user by identifying the object, 

classes and their parallel activity in form of member functions. MENTAT compiler 

automatically detects the data and control dependencies between various objects. It also 

supports remote procedure call to invoke method on remote computer. 

CHARM++ [46] is object oriented extension of CHARM. It specifies parallel programming 

with the concept of objects which can provide parallel invocation of methods. CHARM++ 

provides remote method invocation (RMI facility). 

In IBM, Alan Karp developed parallel programming language LINDA as an extension of C 

and FORTRAN.  It was based on virtual shared memory model. LINDA provides many 

improvements like better debugger graphical user interface and space usage visualization. It 

also provides facility of monitoring message traffic. 

The visual parallel programming languages CAPER (Concurrent Application Programming 

Environment) and VISAGE (VISual Attributed Graph Environment) support GUI for parallel 

programming. 

There are some libraries used to achieve parallelism. Many of them support multiple 

languages. PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) was released in 1990 to develop solutions in 
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heterogeneous architectures. PVM is able to execute parallel program on collection of 

computers having different operating systems, architectures, programming languages, and 

networks.  PVM is still popular due to its simplicity, ease of use, reliability and fault tolerance. 

PVM provides library functions for process management, message passing, and conversion 

among data representations. 

CANOPY is a library for developing efficient programs on Massive Parallel Processors 

(MPPs). It was based on SPMD programming paradigm focusing on programming on Grids. 

CPS (Cooperative Processes Software) is also library available for FORTRAN and C. It 

supports task distribution on collection of UNIX machines. It is based on MIMD paradigm 

and uses message passing for task parallelism. Similarly PARMACS is also a message-passing 

programming library for both shared-memory and distributed-memory parallel computers. 

Intel introduces PICL (A Portable Instrumented Communication Library on Intel) library for 

writing parallel programs. It was based on message passing paradigm. LMPS (The Livermore 

Message Passing System) is also a library which implements an efficient message passing 

system. It is available for FORTRAN. LMPS supports for blocking and non blocking call 

semantics. 

The large number of parallel programming languages, libraries and tools exist. Each is having 

its own benefits and limitations. Most of the parallel programming language extensions   

suffer from the same problem by using extra syntax for specifying parallelism in the program 

code. For example few java based languages requires extra syntax for parallelizing loops and 

array access.  Directive based languages like High Performance FORTRAN(HPF) uses 

directive to instruct for parallelization.  These directives can be added or removed with less 

effort. 

The only parallel programming language that eliminates this problem is The Pisa Parallel 

Programming Language (P3L), a pattern based programming language. P3L program consists 

of a set of named code fragments and a separate pattern description that indicates how the 

fragments and patterns are composed into a larger program. It is observed that parallel 

structure can be separated from the application code through indirection. 

P3L [47] is a skeleton based parallel programming language.  It uses collection of skeleton 

composed to exploit parallelism.  It supports both task parallelism and data parallelism.   
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Skeletons included in P3L are: 

Task parallel skeletons: 

 FARM, modelling a set of identical workers computing in parallel a stream of 

independent tasks; 

 PIPE, exploiting pipeline parallelism in the evaluation of a cascade of stages. 

Data parallel skeletons: 

 MAP, modelling independent data parallel computations in which the same function is 

applied to all the elements of an array of data, 

 REDUCE, exploiting parallelism in the reduction of the elements of an array by means 

of an associative and commutative operator, 

 SCANL, SCANR, implementing parallel prefix computations of the elements of an 

array by means of an associative and commutative operator, 

 COMP, expressing blocks of data parallel computations 

Control skeletons: 

 LOOP, expressing the iteration of any skeleton compositions 

 SEQ, which encapsulates sequential fragments of C code implementing non-parallel 

modules of the application 

Parallel Programming Framework 

Range of skeleton frameworks are available e.g. Lithium & Muskel [48] [49], Calcium & 

Skandium [50], Mueslie, eSkel [51], Assist, FastFlow and Skelib. 

Lithium was developed at University of Pisa. It is a skeleton based parallel programming 

framework for Java. It provides task parallel and data parallel skeletons as Java libraries. 

Lithium provides almost all popular skeletons like pipeline and farm, divide and conquer, map 

and reduce. All the skeletons process collection of tasks and produce results. Pipeline and farm 

skeletons only exploit parallelism in the execution of different tasks, divide and conquer, map 
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and reduce skeletons, both express parallelism in the execution of different tasks and in the 

execution of subtasks of a single task. Lithium uses labelled transition system to describe both 

functional and parallel behaviour. 

Calcium is also java based skeleton library which supports task and data-parallel skeletons. 

The skeletons instantiated are fully nestable and parameterized. Calcium supports the 

execution of skeleton applications on several parallel and distributed infrastructures including 

a multithreaded environment for symmetric multiprocessing infrastructures, the ProActive 

environment for cluster computing, and a grid scheduler. Calcium provides a single way of 

writing skeletal programs which can be deployed and executed on different parallel and 

distributed infrastructures without changes. Additionally, Calcium has three distinctive 

features for algorithmic skeleton programming: 

1. Performance tuning model which helps programmers identify code responsible for 

performance bugs   

2. Type system for nestable skeletons implemented using Java Generics  

3. Transparent algorithmic skeleton file access model for data-intensive applications. 

Skandium, is an extension of Calcium for multicore programming. Programs written on 

Skandium take advantage of shared memory to simplify parallel programming. 

Eden provides support for parallel and distributed environments. Eden uses the concept of 

processes to achieve parallel programming. Processes communicate through unidirectional 

channels, which connect one writer to exactly one reader. Programmers only need to specify 

which data a process depends on. Eden’s process model provides direct control over process 

granularity, data distribution and communication topology. Eden has introduced the concept of 

the implementation skeleton, which is an architecture independent scheme that describes the 

parallel implementation of an algorithmic skeleton. Within Eden, skeletons are defined on top 

of its lower level process abstraction, supporting both task and data parallelism. The recent 

research on Eden has focused on scalability and resource awareness. 

 

Limitation in existing frameworks 

There are some serious limitations as following: 
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Lack of extensibility: Most systems just provide a limited and fixed set of patterns. At the 

same time it is difficult to add new patterns to the systems. 

Lack of flexibility: Most systems only supply the high level abstract skeleton interface to the 

user so that the user can just use the skeletons to build their applications but can not refine the 

details of the program. 

Lack of generic view: The components of existing systems are not expressed in a compact 

generic way. If a new component is required, the users have to do tremendous work to 

implement these extensions. 

Most of the systems are designed and implemented for the distributed memory parallel 

architecture and based on the MPI and C/C++/Fortran. The supports for shared memory 

parallel architecture especially for the latest multicore platform and the Java-based concurrent 

programming are very insufficient. 

  

2.4 Pattern based parallel programming system 

The use of Patterns to exploit parallelism is not new.  DpnDP, a Design Pattern Based Parallel 

Programming System was proposed by Siu and Singh in 1997 [30]. Patterns for Parallel 

Programming demonstrated in book by Matson 2002 [52].  CO2P3S (Correct Object Oriented 

Pattern based Parallel Programming System) is a tool provides abstractions in the PDP [33]. 

Characteristic expected for Pattern–based parallel programming system: 

 Structuring the Parallelism  

 Programming 

 Performance 

 Portability  

 Support 

In Structuring Parallelism, we need to provide clean separation between the parallel structure 

of a program and the application code. It provides easy modification. Code libraries fail to 
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meet this concern. In all code libraries, the structure of the parallelism is embedded directly in 

the application code via library calls. This structure can only be changed by modifying the 

code, which may involve significant programming effort. For instance, for message passing 

libraries such as PVM and MPI [1], the parallel structure is dictated by the communication 

structure. A program using pthreads or Java threads must explicitly create the threads that will 

form the parallel structure of the program.  

In explicit message–passing systems such as DPnDP [19], Tracs, and Parsec, all messages are 

sent through channels via ports. The ports do not contain any reference to the process that will 

actually receive the data, and so decouple the two communicating processes.  Thus, a process 

may be freely interchanged with another that exchanges the same data.  

Parallel Architectural Skeletons (PAS) [34] take a slightly different approach. They create an 

additional process that serves as the fixed entry point to the processes that make up the pattern. 

This fixed entry point allows a pattern to be replaced with another in a seamless manner.  

A system should allow patterns to be composed hierarchically, refining the computation 

within a given pattern using another pattern.  In general, a single parallel structure cannot be 

used to effectively parallelize all parts of a large computation. Since a user can generally place 

communication calls anywhere in application code, message–passing and thread libraries meet 

this characteristic. Without hierarchical resolution, the user must draw one large graph for the 

structure of the complete program. Programs built using skeletons or frameworks can 

experience composition problems. Root cause of these problems is that frameworks and 

skeletons were created with the assumption that only one will be used in a given application. 

There should be no rules regarding how patterns can be composed. Among the pattern–based 

programming systems (DPnDP, Enterprise,FrameWorks, Parsec, Tracs, and PAS), only 

FrameWorks, the oldest system, does not exhibit independence of patterns. Specific 

combinations of structures could not be properly supported. 

Pattern based Programming System can provide many feature to extract parallelism available 

but it is important to focus on Ease of Programming also. Ease of Programming and Code 

Efficiency are contradictory objective. Use of pattern based approach can simplify hard 

parallel code.     

It should be possible to achieve the best possible performance for a program but it is 

dependent on selection of the parallel patterns. General–purpose parallel libraries can provide 
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the best performance. Programmer can optimize program by reducing communication and 

synchronization costs. 

Applications should be able to port on different architectures. The performance of a program 

may suffer on different architecture, but application should continue to run. Unlike Shared 

memory machines, message–passing systems continue to communicate using expensive 

network messages rather than taking advantage of cheaper memory–based communication 

mechanisms. 

 

2.5 Pattern Languages for Parallel Programming 

A design patterns are solutions to a problem in a context. One essential aspect of patterns is 

that they provide a common vocabulary for communicating design information. As the 

number of patterns grows, the application of some patterns naturally leads to others. As these 

relationships between patterns grow, a structure may emerge and form a cohesive set of rules 

for applying the patterns to solve larger, more complex problems. These rules dictate the 

subset of patterns that should be used and the order in which they should be applied to solve a 

design problem. They provide a means of using a set of design patterns to deal with problems 

that cannot be handled by any one pattern. This collection of patterns and rules forms a pattern 

language. 

A pattern language for parallel application programs is given by G. Mattson, Beverly A. 

Sanders and Berna L. Massingill [17] [52]. This pattern language is targeted at finding the 

most appropriate parallel structure for a given problem. The rules guide the designer through a 

set of analysis patterns that are used to find the concurrency and identify how it should be 

decomposed. The pattern language is a landmark work in standardizing vocabulary in context 

of parallel pattern. The pattern language [17] reduces complexity of parallel software design 

by guiding a programmer through the entire process of developing a parallel program. The 

pattern language improves understanding of problem by obtaining a detailed parallel design.  

The pattern language is organized into four design spaces: 

1. Finding Concurrency 

2. Algorithm Structure 
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3. Supporting Structures 

4. Implementation Mechanisms 

 
 

1. Finding concurrency design space: 

 This design space is related to structuring the problem to identify concurrency. It is 

used at the beginning of parallel application design. This design space focuses on 

decomposition strategy and dependency analysis. After the decomposition and 

dependency analysis, design is evaluated for target architecture. There are three major 

design patterns in this space: 

 

Figure 2.1: Finding Concurrency Design Space [17] 

A. Decomposition Strategy: This pattern describes how to decompose the problem 

into parts that can be executed simultaneously. The problem can be divided into task or on 

basis of data. In decomposition strategy, Task based decomposition and data based 

decomposition or a combination of both can be used. 

B. Dependency Analysis: In dependency analysis, we identify the dependency of 

parts to each other. Generally similar types of task can be grouped and their order of 

completion is also determined.   It includes three different patterns: 

i) Group Tasks: Related to grouping of tasks. 
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ii) Order Tasks: Describes ordering of tasks. 

iii) Data Sharing: Describe how data is shared. 

C. Design Evaluation. This pattern evaluates the results of the decomposition and 

dependency analysis. It considers design qualities like flexibility, efficiency and simplicity. It 

prepare programmer for the next phase of design. 

 

2. Algorithm Structure 

These patterns define high-level strategies to exploit concurrency within a computation for 

execution on a parallel computer. They address the different ways concurrency is naturally 

expressed within a problem, providing well-known techniques to exploit that concurrency in 

parallel execution. Examples are Task Parallelism, Recursive Splitting, Discrete Event, 

Pipeline, Geometric Decomposition, Data Parallelism, and Speculation. 

 

 
Figure 2.2: Algorithmic Structure Design Space [17] 
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3.  Supporting Structures 
 
These are the structures that are realized in source code to support how the program itself is 

organized and common data structures specific to parallel programming. Examples of 

supporting structure patterns SPMD, Master-Worker, Strict Data Parallelism, Loop 

Parallelism, Fork-Join, Actors, etc.  

 

Figure 2.3: Supporting Structures [17] 

 
4. Implementation Mechanism 

 
This design space is about mapping of higher level pattern into particular programming 

environments. It provides mechanisms like process management, thread management, 

process or thread communication, synchronization. For example Message Passing, Collective 

Communication, Mutual Exclusion, P2P Sync, Collective Synchronization, Transactional 

Memory, Thread Pool etc are common implementation mechanism. 

 
 

Figure 2.4: Implementation Mechanism [17] 
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2.6 Conclusion 

There exists heterogeneity in every aspect of parallel programming. We have wide range of 

programming language tool, framework and patterns available. Many literatures discuss 

about challenges of parallel programming. Easy and rapid development, portability, high 

performance and flexibility are desired characteristics which can be achieved in sequential 

programming with some effort but difficult for parallel programming. 

In one approach the use of abstract and general communication patterns is suggested. The use 

of platform specific and language specific constructs makes parallel program biased with 

particular language that is the reason use of general communication patterns needs to be 

promoted.  

Another approach of BSP programmer can identify blocks which are cohesive and do not 

communicate heavily with other blocks. The programmer can structure his logic into such 

independent blocks. In BSP, these blocks are called supersteps. Communications specified 

within a superstep are carried out after all computations of the superstep have terminated. The 

benefit of this approach is an increased simplicity of programming and cost prediction. The 

BSP library is simple and easy to use than the MPI library. The downside of BSP is new 

program structure, less flexibility and lack of determinism. 

We have explored different properties like dynamic multithreading of Cilk and MPI. We have 

also experimented with Charm for implementation. Many libraries were not easily available 

for implementation easily. 

The multithreading in java is easy and with recent library availability like ThreadPool, 

ExecutorService exciting to use. The popularity of OpenMP is also notable in context of 

parallel programming. The OpenMP is based on shared programming paradigm. It is popular 

due to its simplicity and due to increased use of clusters of SMPs (symmetric shared-memory 

processors), a combination of MPI and OpenMP programming will likely prevail in the near 

future. 

Considering parallel design patterns, there are many attempts for standardization of design 

patterns in context of parallel programming. One important milestone is development of 

pattern language of parallel programming. Still many parallel patterns exist used in various 

spaces of parallel program design. The patterns used are still biased to particular 

architectures. It is still difficult to use patterns with collaboration.  



 

 

CHAPTER – III 

EXPERIMENTS WITH PARALLEL DESIGN PATTERNS 

Objective: This chapter explores contains fundamental experiments with Parallel Design 

Patterns. We are applying parallel design patterns in different architecture to analyze their 

suitability. Calculation of PI, sum of large numbers and prime number generation problems 

are designed and implemented with parallel design patterns and compared with sequential 

approaches.  

3.1 Experiments in Shared Memory Environment  

We started experiment on parallel design patterns in Intel dual core, core i3, core i5 based 

desktop system. We have performed these experiments with java.   

3.1.1 Calculation of π 

The number π is a mathematical constant, the ratio of a circle's circumference to its diameter, 

approximately equal to 3.14159. Calculation of π can be done with different methods. There 

are 7 methods [53] discussed for π calculation: 

1. Calculating π by using polygon 

2. Series method  

3. Numerical quadrature 

4. Viete method 

5. Monte Carlo method  

6. Borwein method 

7. Gauss-Legendre method 

In our experiment we have used Monte Carlo simulation method for calculating value of π.  

Monte Carlo simulation is easy to implement but requires higher number of iteration for better 

accuracy .Our objective was to design and implement computation of with parallel patterns. In 
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our experiment efficiency of algorithm has not considered. We compared performance of 

program based on execution time. Visual VM profiler was used to evaluate CPU usage and 

time. 

We took two approaches: 

• Program without pattern 

• Program with loop and master worker pattern (Figure) 

First approach does not require further explanation while in second approach we have used 

Master-worker pattern. In Program with Mater-Worker Pattern, we have detected number of 

cores at runtime and created thread on the basis of number of cores. The program uses java 

Reflection APIs for getting the details of architectures at runtime. 

 Each thread takes equal number of throws.  It picks points at random inside the square. It 

checks to see if the point is inside the circle (X2 + Y2 < R2). The program keeps track of how 

many points it's picked so far (N) and how many of those points fell inside the circle (M). The 

value of π=4M/N. 

 

 

FIGURE 3.1: Master worker implementation (computation of π) 
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TABLE 3.1: Execution time comparison (computation of π) 

Program 

Design 

Number 

of 

Throws 

Dual Core Core i3 Core i5 

Sequential 

1000 31476 29147 29687 

10000 60716 59654 59176 

100000 110511 122531 110278 

Parallel 

Design 

Pattern 

Applied 

1000 20212 19342 18289 

10000 27552 21106 17963 

100000 65024 48742 36866 

                       *Time in microsecond 

In the master worker implementation, we have separated responsibilities among three class: 

Driver, Master and Worker. The Driver class provide command line interface for calculation 

of pi to user and invoking Master with available details from user and Reflection APIs. The 

master is responsible to divide work among the Workers and collect results from Workers. 

Worker is responsible to do computation.  
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FIGURE 3.2: UML diagram (computation of π) 

The execution time comparison is shown in Table 3.1. The result shows that we are unable to 

get speedup with low number of iterations. We can also observe that multithreaded pattern 

based implementation will give faster execution in case of large number of iteration. The 

speedup improves in case of multithreaded implementation on core i5 due to more execution 

cores. We have also profiled our program to get more details like hotspot in sequential 

program (Figure 3.2), number of classes (Figure 3.3), memory required (Figure 3.4) and 

number of threads (Figure 3.5). These parameters helped us in improving our program. We 

have used hotspot details to get parallelization benefits. 
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FIGURE 3.3: Hotspot detection (computation of π) 

The Visual VM profiler was used to profile program used to compute of π. The hotspot gives 

us idea where our program spent more time. The part of a program which is computationally 

intensive needs to parallelize to get benefit of parallel architecture.  

 

FIGURE 3.4: Classes (computation of π) 

 

 

FIGURE 3.5: Threads (computation of π) 
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FIGURE 3.6: Heap size (computation of π) 

3.1.2 15-Puzzle 

The 15-puzzle is the most common instance of sliding tile puzzles. This puzzle consists of a 

set of 15 cells, each labeled with a unique value between 1 and 15, arranged on a 4 × 4 square 

grid with one empty cell. 

We used depth–first iterative–deepening A* (IDA*) search, which is based on A* search . A* 

search maintains a list of unexplored nodes in a search and expands the most promising one. 

 We have applied Master Worker on this problem. The root of the search tree is the 

InitialNode or puzzle instance being solved. The interior nodes are MasterNodes, and fill in 

the positions in the interior of the subtree. The leaves of the subtree are instances of 

FrontierNode. To search a tree in parallel, a main thread traverses initial and master nodes in a 

depth–first manner. 

TABLE 3.2: Execution time comparison (15-Puzzle) 

 

Program 

Design 

Depth 

Level 
Dual Core Core i3 Core i5 

Sequential 

3 23780 23875 23789 

5 22170 22157 22137 

7 33810 33810 33793 

Parallel Design 

Pattern 

Applied 

3 19550 13860 10530 

5 20230 15640 14100 

7 28070 23440 21909 

*Time in microsecond 

3.1.3 Game of Life 
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The game of life is the best-known two-dimensional cellular automaton, invented by John H. 

Conway and popularized in Martin Gardner's Scientific American column starting in October 

1970. The game of life was originally played (i.e., successive generations were produced) by 

hand with counters, but implementation on a computer greatly increased the ease of exploring 

patterns. 

The life cellular automaton is run by placing a number of filled cells on a two-dimensional 

grid. Each generation then switches cells on or off depending on the state of the cells that 

surround it. The rules are defined as follows. All eight of the cells surrounding the current one 

are checked to see if they are on or not. Any cells that are on are counted, and this count is 

then used to determine what will happen to the current cell. 

1. Death: if the count is less than 2 or greater than 3, the current cell is switched off. 

2. Survival: if (a) the count is exactly 2, or (b) the count is exactly 3 and the current cell is on, 

the current cell is left unchanged. 

3. Birth: if the current cell is off and the count is exactly 3, the current cell is switched on. 

Game of life is Zero player game. Game will run indefinitely only requires initial input. It 

divides space in infinite grid of square cells.  It requires input at the start only. We have 

evaluated it for two display patterns generated.  

TABLE 3.3: Execution time comparison (Game of Life) 

 

Program 

Design 

Pattern 

Generated 

(1000 

iteration) 

Dual Core Core i3 Core i5 

Sequential 
Glidergun 46734 45876 45342 

Spaceship 43564 43874 43998 

Parallel 

Design 

Pattern 

Applied 

Glidergun 19550 12860 10530 

Spaceship 40230 30792 28683 

*Time in microsecond 

 

3.2 Large Prime Number generation in MPI Cluster 
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Prime number [54] is a natural number that can be divided by exactly two distinct natural 

number divisors: 1 and itself. The property of number is a prime number or composite number 

is called primality. Primality of a number is tested with trial division. This simple method of 

verifying the primality of a given number n is easy to implement with computers but performs 

very slow. It consists of testing whether n is a multiple of any integer between 2 and √n. Apart 

from that, There are various methods [55] for generating prime numbers: Sieve of Atkin, Sieve 

of Eratosthenes, Sieve of Sundaram and Wheel factorization. Numbers of Algorithms are 

available for testing the primality of large numbers. Efficient algorithm do not depends upon 

trial division. Fast methods are available only for some cases prime numbers of special forms, 

such as Mersenne numbers or they are difficult to parallelize. 

The prime numbers are very important in Cryptography. Many popular algorithms used in 

public-key cryptography are based on the fact that integer factorization is a "hard" problem. 

This means that the time required factorizing integers into their prime factors increases 

exponentially with the size of the integer (i.e. the numbers of bits needed to encode it). So if 

the encryption uses very large integers, it would take large amount of time to "crack" it. There 

are other practical uses of prime numbers. Most of them are related to the fact that prime 

factorization is unique. 

In this research, we have analyzed time required to generate large prime numbers on multicore 

clusters. We have considered sieve of Eratosthenes for generating prime. All the experiments 

are performed on PARAM YUVA II Cluster. 

3.2.1 Embarrassingly parallel pattern 

The algorithm experimented here can be considered as category of embarrassingly parallel. 

An embarrassingly parallel algorithm contains obvious concurrency which can be exploited 

easily. Once these independent tasks have been identified, it is easy to distribute them to 

different processor. Nevertheless, while the source of the concurrency is often obvious, taking 

advantage of it in a way that makes for efficient execution can be difficult. The 

Embarrassingly Parallel pattern shows how to organize such a collection of tasks so they 

execute efficiently. The challenge is to organize the computation so that all units of execution 

finish their work at about the same time. If they finish at the same time then the computational 

load is balanced among processors. The problem is decomposed into a set of independent 

tasks. Most algorithms based on task queues and random samplings are instances of this 
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pattern. Our problem prime number generation is embarrassingly parallel and can be 

implemented with same. We have devised a solution which adopts hardware environment and 

available cores to divide task dynamically. 

We have divided problem into three parts: 

PrimeMaster: generate PrimeFactor threads based on Master Slave Pattern 

PrimeFinder: uses SPMD based design. It can use pipeline design in case of less number of 

cores. It communicate with PrimeFactor thread based on Gather Pattern 

PrimeFactor: generates PrimeFactors. Prime Factors are prime numbers generated from 2.  

 

FIGURE 3.7: Parallel design of Prime number generation 

3.2.2 Results 

First Prime number generation C Program generates first 25000000 prime numbers executed 

on sequential manner than it takes 36.73 sec execution time (Table 3.4).  
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TABLE 3.4: Execution time (Sequential Approach) to compute number of primes (in seconds)  

Number of primes 

250000 25000000 

0.5 36.73 

 

We have configured 4 node MPI cluster by use of MPICH2 in our laboratory. The similar 

problem we have experimented in cluster. MPI cluster configured took 28 second for 

calculating first 25000 primes which is very large even if same program is executed in 

sequential computer (.5 second). We have identified the reason after lots of troubleshooting 

and literature review. The reason is use of TCP/IP as default protocol for our cluster. We need 

to use protocol stack for parallel processing. Fortunately we have received access of PARAM 

YUVA-2 [22] for solving our problem.  Table 3.5 shows execution time required to compute 

prime numbers by using parallel approach. The results shown are of PARAM YUVA 2 

executed as batch jobs submitted by PBS script. We can observe in table that for two cores it 

takes 18.62 sec execution time, and with increase in number cores will results better execution 

time (faster) of prime number generation program. At some point of time performance gain 

tends to constant. This can be justifying if we consider latency in distribution and collection of 

results from multiple cores. 

TABLE 3.5: Execution time (Parallel Approach) to compute number of primes 

Number of prime 

Number of Cores 250000 25000000 

2 0.25 18.62 

4 0.12 4.5 

8 0.6 2.3 

16 0.3 1.2 

32 0.2 0.4 

40 0.4 0.4 

50 0.4 0.3 

64 0.4 0.3 
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FIGURE 3.8: Execution time required calculating first N prime numbers 

The result encourages working in establishing highest speedup achieved by parallelizing 

application in any number of cores. In the second experiment (Table 3.6), we have calculated 

time required to generate largest n digit prime number and total number of prime found. We 

have performed experiment with 5, 6, 7 and 8 digits. The time required increases rapidly with 

increase in number of digits. These results will also indicate time required for factorization of 

n digit number. 

TABLE 3.6: Execution time required computing largest n digit prime number 

Digits of prime 
number 5 6 7 8 

Sequential(gcc 
Compiler is used) 0.046 1.94 50.73 1362.82 

2 0.024738 0.596771 15.91594 427.0638 

4 0.005743 0.28931 7.773494 212.4452 

8 0.003014 0.14869 1.91788 105.704 

16 0.001574 0.064856 0.919607 34.062 

32 0.001204 0.04228 0.925395 29.48528 

64 0.003484 0.023725 0.903472 24.74945 
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Generating Prime is simple problem with perspective of programming but from context of 

parallel programming it can be parallelize at every steps. At course grain level we have 

attempted to distribute range of numbers to different cores. We have access to only 80 cores at 

that time that is the reason we have not parallelized with finer grain level. We can further 

improve and parallelize it at finer grain level with more execution cores available: 

 The prime factors can be generated parallel. 

 Each number can be tested parallel. 

 A single division can be parallel at bit level. 

The prime number generation can be parallelized easily and motivate us for parallelizing other 

application. The problem is embarrassingly parallel and no dependency and less 

communication is required. In next chapter, we have modelled the problem where more 

communication is required.  

3.3 Mapping of Algorithm Structure Patterns to Implementation  

Usually in early phases of design, implementation environment is not considered. In case of 

parallel software development, developer needs to aware about parallel programming 

environment where software will be used. The design without considering parallel 

environment will be difficult to map to implementation level and suffers from poor 

performance. 

The software needs to dynamically adapt to changing Parallel environment. There are two 

approaches adaptive middleware and self adaptive software [57]. Some approaches suggested 

Self adaptive middleware, which can be used for applications which are developed for 

different parallel environment. Software frameworks can be re-used within the field of both 

adaptive middleware and self adaptive software in general. 

Local adaptation: where software is adapted on a single node. 

Global adaptation: where software is developed for distributed nodes and it adopts globally.   

In second approach software should be designed in way that it can handle different 

environment. At the early phase like algorithm design, designer can choose any pattern. 

Algorithmic structure patterns are mapped to supporting structure patterns and implementation 
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mechanisms at the time of implementation. For example, in MPI program, all algorithmic 

structure patterns are implemented through variation of SPMD pattern. The loop parallelism 

can also model as SPMD. While in java and OpenMP program, there is a huge difference 

SPMD pattern, Loop Parallelism pattern and Master Worker Pattern. 

Therefore, in mapping from algorithmic structure pattern to implementation mechanism 

requires knowledge of parallel environment.  In using data structure patterns for problem, 

important consideration whether program will be implemented in shared memory or 

distributed memory. The shared array or shared list performs better in java and OpenMP. If 

same program is written using distributed array, it will perform poorly. In MPI larger 

problems can be easily modeled with Distributed array and performs well. For small problem 

MPI may give poor results.  

Results 

We conducted experiment with the shared memory programming paradigm and distribute 

memory paradigm. We have developed program for sum of 20000000 numbers which is 

embarrassingly parallel problem. The hardware used for shared memory Intel core 2 duo, core 

i3, core i5. The programs are written in java with use of recent concurrent constructs available 

like Threadpool, ExecutorService and Future. 

TABLE 3.7: Sum of numbers in shared memory 

Number of Cores 

Shared Memory Paradigm   

Algorithmic Strategy 
Pattern Used 

Implementation 
Mechanism Used 

Execution Time 

Core i2  

Core i3 

Core i5 

 Task Parallelism 
Master Worker-
Threads 

.031 

.027 

.027 

Core i2  

Core i3 

Core i5 

 Task Parallelism 
Blockwise 
Distribution-
Threads 

.041 

.037 

.038 

* Java is used as programming language 
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Table 3.7 shows execution time required to sum 20000000 numbers in which problem is 

modelled through task parallelism. Two variation of mapping was tested in one variation 

Master Worker implementation with Threads is used and in other Blockwise distribution with 

threads is used. 

TABLE 3.8: Sum of Numbers in distributed memory  

Number of Cores 

Distributed Memory Paradigm   

Algorithmic Strategy 
Pattern Used 

Implementation 
Mechanism Used 

Execution Time 
(seconds) 

2 

4 

8 

16 

32 

64 

 Task Parallelism SPMD-Processes 

.32 

.34 

.18 

.18 

.21 

.22 

2 

4 

8 

16 

32 

64 

 Task Parallelism 
Master Worker-
Processes 

.29 

.23 

.23 

.13 

.13 

.19 

2 

4 

8 

16 

32 

64 

Task Parallelism 
Blockwise 
Distribution-
Processes 

.32 

.34 

.18 

.18 

.21 

.22 

*MPI is used as programming language 

With this experiment, we can observe that smaller problems can be solved efficiently in shared 

memory environment. IT is easy to justify that in MPI process creation takes more time than 

thread creation in java, OpenMP. It also shows that blockwise distribution may perform poorly 
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in shared memory environment. While in MPI which is based on Distributed memory 

paradigm block wise distribution performs better. Task parallelism can be efficiently mapped 

with Master Worker Pattern.  For same problem Master Worker provides better result in case 

of MPI. If we consider overall result Shared memory paradigm gives us better results for 

limited number of cores.  

This experiment is limited as we have not performed it over wide range of data size. Also 

efficient mapping from Algorithmic strategy Pattern to Implementation Pattern cannot 

conclude. 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

In Computation of Pi, We can analyze Main thread takes most of time in message passing and 

completing I/O Activity. Multithreaded version of program reduces time spent in calculation 

of Pi by diving work to cores. It is clear by observing results that performance gain is visible 

only in case of large number of throws/iteration. Similarly, we can observe that in 15 puzzle 

and Game of Life the benefit of parallelization is only useful for higher order problem. We 

have also felt inconsistency in gaining speed up. We decided to move towards MPI for more 

performance and scalability. The 4 node MPICH cluster was configured in lab and 

experimented with prime number program. The cluster configured by us gave poor 

performance and after troubleshooting of 6 month we got various reasons for its poor 

performance that was lack of faster interconnection network and use of slower protocols for 

communication. Luckily we got access to PARAM YUVA 2 for implementation. All 

experiments from prime number were implemented on PARAM YUVA 2 with remote access 

facility. 

 

 



CHAPTER – IV 

MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATION FOR PARALLEL 

PATTERNS 

Objective: This chapter discuss about mathematical model used to represent design patterns. 

We have explored many formal presentations for design patterns. We have observed the need 

of representing parallel pattern in formal way. In this chapter we have discussed different 

approaches of formal representation of design patterns. We are extending formal model of 

design pattern [58] [59] in a novel way to represent patterns for parallel programming.  

4.1 Fundamentals 

Design patterns are design guidelines for solving recurrent problems. The use pattern 

encourages common vocabulary and terminology which can be easily shared. There are 

number of papers talked about mathematical representation of design patterns [60] [61] 

[62] [63]. Eden presented formal specification language for object oriented design 

pattern in his PhD Thesis [59]. Alencar [64] discussed about formal representation of 

architectural patterns. One pattern is not sufficient to solve problem in many cases. 

Various patterns are used together to solve a large problem. In that case it is important to 

understand relationships between patterns. The formal model can help in representing 

relationship between patterns. 

Pattern based design earlier represented in formal model [60] comprises structural, 

behavioural and contractual aspect. Structural, behavioural and contractual aspect of 

design patterns can be mapped formally with different mathematical approaches. Sets 

theory and predicate logic are used to represent class diagram which shows structural 

aspect. Collaboration among classes is represented by algebra to show behavioural 

aspect. Contractual aspect is shown by predicates for contract comprises intent, pre and 

post condition. In [65], Design patterns represented formally by Real Time Process 

Algebra. Real-time process algebra is a mathematical notation system for software 

engineering and used to represent software system specification, implementation and 

refinement. It consists of different notations of relational algebra to represent 
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architecture, static and dynamic behaviours of Design patterns. We have studied various 

languages used to represent patterns formally.  

  

4.2 Formal Specification Languages for Design Patterns 

 

4.2.1 GEBNF 

GEBNF (Graphic Extension of BNF) was proposed by Bayle and Zhu [66]. It was 

developed for meta modelling. It defines syntax and semantics for describing models and 

their relationships. It defines a set of concepts to represent classes and class relationships.  

GEBNF extends notation of Backus Normal Form using reference feature. GEBNF 

impose constraints in form of first order predicate on pattern. The constraints support 

UML and expressed graphically. 

 

GEBNF specifications consist of three parts: 

1. Component: It contains all the predicates that are going to be used in the design 

pattern specification 

2. Static Conditions: It defines structural aspects of design pattern. 

3. Dynamic Conditions. It uses various UML diagrams to describe behavioural of the 

design pattern. 

The common notations of GEBNF are explained in APPENDIX D. 

 

4.2.2 LePUS 

Earlier classic object model is extended for pattern specification. Structural relation types 

define the structure of a class. Behavioural relation types are used to relate an object to 

another. Behavioural relations restrict the behaviour of the class.  

Application domain relations are used to specify application domain classes. Almost all 

the proposed formal approaches specify the relations between objects and methods, but it 

does not address the relations among methods. LePUS formulae address most of static 

and dynamic properties of design patterns. However, complex mathematical expressions 

make it difficult to understand. This specification is not sufficient for describing some 

restrictions. 

LePUS [67] uses higher order logics to specify patterns as mathematical formulae. The 

sets are used to represent classes, functions or methods in LePUS. The relationship 
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among them like inheritance, realization and invocation shown as set of predicates. 

These predicates collectively represent patterns as mathematical formulae. LePUS also 

uses visualization in form of diagram. The LePUS diagrams shows structure of the 

pattern by specific visual notations. The main problem of LePUS is difficult in learning.  

The common symbols of LEPUS are explained in APPENDIX D. 

 

4.2.3 BPSL 

Balanced Pattern Specification Language (BPSL) was proposed by [58] which deploy 

First Order Logic (FOL) and Temporal Logic of Actions to model patterns formally.  

BPSL was evolved from LePUS and Disco [62]. It inherits best features of both 

languages. BPSL provides formal representation of structural and behavioural aspects of 

patterns. The first-order logic used to represent structural aspect of the pattern. The 

entities are basic blocks which include classes, methods, attributes and objects. It 

specifies instances of design patterns by use of first order logic formula.  The sets C, V 

and M represent classes, typed variables and methods.  

The behavioural aspects of pattern are represented by permanent and temporal relations.  

A temporary relation appears for limited time. With BPSL relations, we can represent 

creational relationship, inheritance-generalization relationship, invoking reference and 

arguments. 

The commonly used formulas in BPLS are explained in APPENDIX D. 

 

4.2.4 Disco 

Disco was proposed in [62]. It uses layering to describe patterns formally. It provides 

action oriented modelling along with conventional mathematical modelling. Disco uses 

the temporal logic of action to model pattern behaviour. 

 

The basic elements are: 

1 Classes: It contains data members and objects. 

2 Guarded actions: It describes input specification and data manipulation. 

3 Relations: It is optional part. It describes object interactions. 

4.2.5 eLePUS 
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The eLePUS [68] is an extended version of a pattern specification language LePUS [67] 

[69].  The eLePUS focuses on formal representation of object oriented software 

architecture. It reduces ambiguity and improves visualization of LePUS. eLePUS 

provides formal representation of three aspects of design patterns: 1.Intent, 2. 

Applicability and 3. Collaboration.  

eLePUS provides  additional abstractions, introducing new constructs, and new approach 

to the representation of patterns.  

 

eLePUS provides three types of relationships between entities: 

1. Ground relations  

2. Generalized relations 

3. Commuting relations.  

These relations are presented as predicates in pattern specification. 

 

4.2.6 LOTUS 

LOTOS is also a formal design-pattern specification language that is constructed on 

temporal ordering specification, which was proposed by Saeki [70]. For behavioural 

specifications, LOTOS uses Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS). Data is 

specified using the algebra of abstract data type (ADT). LOTOS was originally created 

by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) for describing and modelling 

the interaction of open system interconnection (OSI) layers. 

The behaviour specifications are the interaction sequences for the desired system. These 

interaction sequences are called processes. A process can be decomposed into multiple 

subprocesses hierarchically until it becomes an event. An event is the atomic unit of 

synchronized interaction, which cannot be further decomposed. The observable 

behaviour of the process is described in the behaviour expressions. Several operators are 

used in LOTOS for constructing behaviour expressions.   

LOTOS does not provide simple and clear specifications, as its strength lies in describing 

 network layer specifications. Saeki used LOTOS only for the example of Command and 

Composite pattern from the Erich Gamma design patterns. It is a very lengthy 

specification in LOTOS and only specifies the behavioural aspect of the design patterns. 

LOTOS is powerful in ordering specification. The commonly used operators of LOTOS 

are explained in APPENDIX D. 
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There exists number of formal specification language for design pattern. No one language is 

complete and universally acceptable for representing each aspect of design pattern: structural, 

behavioural and contractual aspects. Some languages like BPSL and other are better in 

representation of structural aspect while some languages like eLePUS provide better 

visualization. Few languages provides construct to represent patterns applicable in specific 

context like LOTUS can be used to represent processes and networking. 

There are number of approaches for formalizing design pattern exists. Each approach focused 

representation of particular sort of patterns. We have observed that no unified approach for 

presenting parallel design pattern exists. The parallel design patterns can work with each 

other effectively if precise formal specification exists for them. 

 

4.3 Formal Specification of Parallel Design Patterns 

The parallel design patterns are not represented formally earlier. We are combining best 

feature of various formal languages used to represent deign patterns to model parallel design 

pattern.  

The objective to provide such representation is to form basis of their interoperability and 

composition of various patterns to solve large problem. The formal specification of parallel 

patterns requires best features from existing languages because parallel patterns needs to 

represent in multiple aspects.  

We have surveyed pros and cons of various design pattern specification languages. Some 

languages better in presenting structural aspects. Some languages capture interaction among 

objects well. Few languages are good in ordering specification and synchronization. The 

Table 4.1 discuss about pro and cons of formal languages of design pattern specification: 
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TABLE 4.1: Formal Languages for Design Patterns 

Language Based on Benefits Disadvantages 

LePUS Mathematical Logic 

Strong mathematical basis 
Better in representing 

behaviour aspects 

Do not support UML 
directly Weak tool 

support 

Disco Temporal Logic of Action 

Captures temporal 
properties of design 

patterns well 

Lack clear guidance 
in specifying 

structural aspects.                          
OO Patterns are not 

formalized well               
Do not support UML 

directly 

GEBNF Mathematical Logic 

UML/Graphical support. 
Easy to learn than LePUS 

and Disco 

Fails to represent 
design patterns in 

generalized manner 

BPSL Temporal Logic of Action 

Describes entities and 
collaboration among 

entities well. 

No UML/ Graphical 
support 

eLePUS Mathematical Logic 

Provides textual and visual 
presentation 

Lacks detail 
specification at 

lower level 

 

We are combining approaches to represent parallel design patterns. The structural and 

contractual aspects are represented using BPSL and eLePUS while we use LOTOS for 

temporal ordering specification. The Figure 4.1 is giving description of our approach 

which uses strong structural and behavioural aspect of BPSL. With BPSL constructs, 

entities and collaboration among entities can be represented well. LePUS and eLePUS 

are used to provide visualization. In designing parallel application ordering of events are 

important. In parallel software synchronization, barrier and parallel operations needs to 

represent in design. LOTOS is strong in ordering specification. We are using LOTOS for 

specification of ordering. 
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FIGURE 4.1: Hybrid approach to represent Parallel Design Patterns. 

 

4.4 Sample Representation of Master Worker Patterns 

We have used best features of various approaches of formalizing design to represent Master –

Worker design pattern for parallel programming. Each class in Master Worker is described in 

depth by using BPSL notations. In this specification, three concepts, specified as Classes, 

Relations and Actions are used to specify patterns. Classes and Actions represent the objects 
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and methods involved in the solution structure. Relations are directly derived from the 

actions. 

 

 

 

Following template is used to represent pattern: 

Pattern-name (P1, P2, ....,Pk ) 

{ 

R1 

(P1 

, P2 

, ..., Pk), 

 

R2 

 (P1 

, P2 

, ..., Pk), 

 

R3 

 (P1 

, P2 

, ..., Pk), 

 

………………… 

Rn 

 (P1 

, P2 

, ..., Pk), 

} 

 

FIGURE 4.2: Template to represent Design Patterns. 

Sets and their description 

P the domain of participants: includes classes, methods and attributes 

C the domain of classes; it is a subset of P 

M the domain of methods; it is also a subset of P 

H the domain of class hierarchies 

 SharedMethod: M × H' indicates that method M is shared by the classes in hierarchy H. 

A shared method is described with the method and the set of classes in the following way: 
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Shared-Method (doTask(), Worker) 

 MethodOf: M × C' indicates that method M is defined in class C. MethodOf relation is 

described with the method name and the class name in the following way: 

 MethodOf(getState, Worker) 

The Figure 4.3 represent Master Worker Pattern. It describes three important classes : 

Master, Worker and Driver 

 

Pattern Name: Master Worker Pattern 

Master Worker Pattern(Driver, Master ,Worker) 

{ 

ConcreteClass(Driver ), ConcreteClass(Master),ConcreteClass(ConcreteWorker), 

MethodOf (assignTask,Master),MethodOf(addTask, Driver), 

MethodOf(launchWoker,Master),MethodOf(doTask, ConcreteWorker), 

MethodInvocation (launchWorker, Master),MethodInvocation (doTask, ConcreteWorker), 

SharedMethod(doTask,Worker) 

MethodOf(getEnvironment,Master) 

MethodOf(addTask, Master) 

MethodOf(doTask, ConcreteWorker),  MethodOf(getState, ConcreteWorker) 

Shared-Method(launchWorker, ConcreteWorker) 

MethodInvocation (doTask, Status), 

MethodInvocation (getState, State), 

Hierarchy(Worker), Interface(Worker) 

Inheritance(Worker, ConcreteWorker) 

Shared-Method(doTask, ConcreteWorker) 

Shared-Method(setEnvironment, ConcreteWorker) 

Shared-Method(getState, ConcreteWorker) 

Shared-Method(update, ConcreteWorker) 

Shared-Method(setState, ConcreteWorker) 

MethodOf(loadBalancing,Master), MethodOf(faultTolerance,Master) 

MethodOf(distribution,Master) 

} 

FIGURE 4.3: Master Worker Pattern. 

 

The Figure 4.4 describes eLePUS representation of Master Worker. The visual representation 

of eLePUS provides collaboration among classes well. Client or Driver can invoke Master for 
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division of task. Master creates Worker based on requirement and Worker return result to 

Master. 

 

 

FIGURE 4.4: eLePUS Representation of Master Worker. 

 

We are using LOTOS for presenting Master Worker ordering specification. In Figure 4.5, we 

are modelling three important events launching Master, launching Worker, running tasks. 

The following behaviour expression shows that behaviour expressions Master [tasklist, task, 

result] and Worker [task, result] synchronise at result. 

In this case the behaviour expressions are process instantiations. Driver enables Master by 

assigning tasklist. 

 

Driver[tasklist] >> Master[tasklist, task, result] |[result]| Worker [task, result] 

 

Workers can be executed in interleaved fashion in which interactions of the two behaviour 

expressions are completely interleaved. The shorthand notation for pure interleaving is ‘|||’. 

The interleaving of all workers can be shown by behaviour expression: 

(Worker1; exit) ||| (Woker2; exit) |||.....................||| (Wokern; exit) 
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The Figure 4.5 shows process details of Master Worker:  

process Driver [Master,Worker] : exit := 

Master; 

( 

i; lauchMaster; exit 

) 

endproc (* Driver *) 

process Master [Worker,Task] : exit := 

Worker; 

( 

i; lauchWorker; exit 

) 

endproc (* Master *) 

process Worker [Task] : exit := 

Worker; 

( 

i; run; exit 

) 

endproc (* Worker *) 

FIGURE 4.5: LOTOS Representation of Master Worker 

 

4.5 Conclusion  

We have attempted novel approach for presenting parallel design pattern. Such representation 

was not available earlier as per our literature review. The formal pattern specification focuses 

on common software. The parallel software patterns are different than common design 

patterns. The parallel patterns require event and ordering specification at detailed level.  

We have combined multiple aspects from different pattern specification languages to meet 

the requirements for parallel pattern specification. We are demonstrating specification of 

Master Worker pattern in our approach. The Master Worker pattern is presented in three 

important aspects structural and behavioral aspects are represented by BPSL and eLePUS.  

The contractual aspect is represented by LOTOS, which is powerful in specifying ordering of 

events.  We have specified pattern at class level, still details can be presented for instruction 

level.   



CHAPTER – V 

APPLYING PARALLEL DESIGN PATTERN ON MD 

SIMULATION PROBLEM 

Objective: This chapter discuss about MD Simulation problem. The MD Simulation problem 

is computationally intensive and takes huge time for large number of atoms. The chapter 

apply different design patterns on MD Simulation in different programming paradigm 

5.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulation 

Molecular dynamics [72] is a technique for simulating the atom-by-atom behavior of 

molecules and deriving macroscopic properties from these atomistic motions. It has 

application in materials science and nanotechnology.  

Molecular dynamics simulation started at 1960s [73], at that time they developed to simulate 

100 of atoms. MD Simulation is continuously evolved [74] [75] and experimented. It has 

wide applications [76] in materials science and nanotechnology.  

Molecular dynamics falls in the category of particle methods, which includes N-body 

problems in celestial mechanics and astrophysics. All particles interact according to 

Newton’s law of motion F = ma. MD Simulation uses initial particle positions and velocities, 

the particle masses and other parameters, as input to calculate forces on all particles. 

A molecular dynamics simulation consists of two activities: 

1: Compute forces on all particles. 

2: Update positions. 

The computation of the forces is the expensive part. Recent molecular dynamics simulations 

are performed on parallel computers because the force computation is costly and a vast 

number of time steps are required for reasonable simulation lengths. In many cases, 

molecular dynamics is applied to simulations on molecules with a very large number of 
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atoms as well, e.g., up to a million for biological molecules and long time scales, and up to 

billions for other molecules and shorter time scales. 

For each atom in every molecule, we need Position (r), Momentum, Charge (q) and bond 

information (atoms, bond angles, etc.) 

Force on each particle is calculated as 

iii amF       --------------------- EQ.1 

Gradient of the potential energy function can be used 

VF ii       --------------------- EQ.2 

Acceleration can be calculated as 

2

2

dt

rd
m

dr

dV i
i

i

          --------------------- EQ.3 

Every atom is affected by the potential energy functions of every other atom in the system: 

 Bonded Neighbors 

 Non-Bonded Atoms (either other atoms in the same molecule, or atoms from 

different molecules) 

bondednonbonded EERV )(    --------------------- EQ.4 

Non-Bonded Atoms 

There are two potential functions we need to be concerned about between non-bonded atoms: 

 Van der Waals Potential 

 Electrostatic Potential 

ticelectrostaWaalsdervanbondednon EEE    --------------------- EQ.5 
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Van der Walls Potential 

Atoms with no net electrostatic charge will still tend to attract each other at short distances, as 

long as they don’t get too close. Once the atoms are close enough to have overlapping 

electron clouds, they will repel each other with astounding force 

One of the most widely used functions for the van der Waals potential is the Lennard-Jones.  

It is a compromise between accuracy and computability. 

 









pairs
nonbonded ik

ik

ik

ik
JonesLennard

r

C

r

A
E

612
   --------------------- EQ.6 

The Constants A and C depend on the atom types, and are derived from experimental data.   

Electrostatic Potential 

The opposite charges attract each other and like charges repel. The force of the attraction is 

inversely proportional to the square of the distance 
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nonbonded ik

ki
ticelectrosta

Dr

qq
E     --------------------- EQ.7 

Verlet Algorithm 

The most commonly used algorithm for time integration is Verlet algorithm. It take third 

order taylor expansions for the position r(t), one forward and one backward in time: 
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       -------------------- EQ.8 
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Adding equation 8 and 9 gives us basic form of Verlet algorithm: 

)()()()(2)( 42 tOttattrtrttr      -------------------- EQ.10 

We can estimate velocity by: 

)()]()([
2

1
)( 2tOttrttr

t
tv 


                -------------------- EQ.11 

Verlet Algorithm is simple and effective. It is very stable even when we are considering large 

window size (large number of particles interacting). It does not use large memory space to 

store velocity. The problem with Verlet algorithm is its accuracy. The other algorithms like 

leapfrog algorithms are better than it. We have chosen the MD simulation merely for 

demonstrating the application of parallel design patterns that is the reason we have not 

explored other better algorithm for simulation. 

Cutoff Distance 

If we consider all particles interacting with every other particle, then force calculation will be 

complex. For example for system of N particles, it will be order of O(N2). The cutoff distance 

save the computational cost by ignoring atoms at large distances from each other without 

suffering too much loss of accuracy. We can also use cell partitioning that we have used in 

our research. The simulation space is divided into rectangular cells. In this method, the pair 

list for an ith particle in a cell can be constructed by searching particles in the cell containing 

the ith particle and the connecting neighboring cells. The computational cost for this method 

becomes order of O(N) and the numbers of particles in cells which is independent of N. 

 

FIGURE 5.1: Cell partitioning method 
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The Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation helps in understanding molecular structure and 

microscopic interactions between them. With MD simulation we can get benefit like 

adjustment of length and time. It can be repeated multiple times and predicts multiple 

properties. MD Simulation has generally been a low throughput method. Recently with the 

advancement in computing, it is complex molecular interaction efficiently.  

The classical MD Simulation is still popular that calculates energy, forces, velocity, 

acceleration, spatial coordinate of atoms. In this research, we have experimented with 

classical MD Simulation. We have compared different Parallel implementation of MD 

Simulation. The objective is to evaluate MD Simulation program applied with parallel design 

pattern on different parallel environment (MPI, OpenMP) and hybrid (OpenMP-MPI) 

architectures and to demonstrate pattern based design for flexibility and adaptability.  

MD simulation evaluates molecular properties on short time scale for different parameters. At 

present it is common to simulate systems containing 5000 to 100000 atoms. MD simulations 

are continuously improving by taking benefit of advancement in High Performance 

Computing (HPC). It is possible to predict interaction between molecules with certain degree 

of precision. MD Simulations can be performed for multi-microsecond scale. MD Simulation 

algorithms are continuously improving to get benefit of parallelism.  

 

5.2 Parallel Design Pattern Based Solution for MD Simulation 

MD is computational intensive application and its complexity grows with number of atoms, 

range of forces considered, step size and other parameters. MD simulation is parallelized 

earlier in many ways [77] [78]. MD simulations are performed from small laboratories to 

world’s fastest supercomputers. 

The MD Simulation uses data structures such as positions and velocities of particles and the 

computing procedures such as calculations of forces and updates of particle positions are 

partitioned and allotted to each processor.  
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The major steps in MD Simulation: 

1.  Set Simulation Parameters (Number of dimension, atoms, steps, 

cutoff distance etc.) 

2.  Initialize atom info 

3.  For all number of steps 

4. For all atoms compute forces and energies: 

 i. Divide number of atoms to different nodes based on cores 

 ii. Compute distance 

 iii. Compute force 

 iv. Compute kinetic energy 

5.  Update atom info 

6.   Store output to simulation file 

 

Important metrics will be time spent in communication, efficiency, and utilization of 

processors. Time spent in communication should minimize to increase parallel efficiency. 

Also, in the case that communications among processors are synchronous, load imbalance, in 

which one processor with the job done has to wait other processors to finish their jobs, 

deteriorates the parallel efficiency. There may be different methods of partitioning the like 

particle and spatial decomposition method which may affect parallelization approaches [79]. 

We have mapped window of atoms to processors given in Figure 5.2. The spatial 

decomposition will help us in parallelization of force calculation. 
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FIGURE 5.2: Spatial decomposition 

We have implemented MD with shared memory paradigm and also on distributed memory 

paradigm. The SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) based solution performs better in case 

of Open MP. All cores of processor are assigned equal task. It will not be suitable for task 

distribution and handling communication between nodes. 

While solution with Master Worker design suitable for achieving internodes parallelism and 

performs better in case of MPI Implementation. Master handles communication task and 

worker performs task and return result to Master.  

 

5.3 Comparison 

 We have executed solutions by two approaches SPMD based Open MP code and Master 

Worker design based MPI code on PARAM YUVA-2. The code is executed for 2000 atoms, 

3 dimensionality, 30 steps and only for short range forces. We have executed code on 16 

cores node and up to 100 cores we were able to avail. Both of these solutions were compared 

with execution time and speedup (Figure 5.2). The latency of communication also showed in 

figure 5.3 in case of MPI. In OpenMP the latency was very small and not evaluated due to 

profiler limitation. 
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FIGURE 5.3: Execution time comparison (in seconds) 

The OpenMP code designed with SPMD approach divide the same task among number of 

workers. In best case, each worker was mapped to thread. The SPMD was not able to balance 

load dynamically and gives poor execution time and under utilization in case of asymmetric 

cores. The OpenMP code gives faster execution up to 16 threads due to intranode parallelism 

and less time in initialization.  

MPI code designed with Master Worker can handle dynamic load balancing and fault 

tolerance. MPI code gives slower execution up to 16 processes due to time required for 

initialization. MPI code gives better scalability when number of processes increases. The MPI 

code performs better after 16 processes and gives faster execution. The MPI solution can 

utilize heterogeneous nodes (nodes with different number of cores). 

We have used a node with 16 cores for implementation that is the reason that OpenMP code 

was not yielded performance after 16 threads. 
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Figure 5.4: Speedup comparison Pure OpenMP vs Pure MPI 

The speedup comparison clearly shows scalability of MPI code over OpenMP (Figure 5.4). 

The OpenMP implementation will not improve after 16 cores, the reason is the use of 16 core 

node in OpenMP. We may have higher number of cores in single node but it will always be 

limited. The latency time spent in communication also calculated with basic MPI primitives 

as profiler was not available for it. The speedup comparison of OpenMP and MPI 

implementation is shown in table 5.1. It can be observed it increases due to inter node 

communication. 

TABLE 5.1: Speedup comparison OpenMP vs MPI 

No. of 
Process/Threads 

Pure 
OpenMP* 

Pure 
MPI 

1 1.00 0.83 
2 1.97 1.56 
4 3.53 2.89 
8 5.76 5.51 

16 11.12 8.31 
32 10.86 16.00 
64 10.79 33.21 

128 10.60 45.55 
* 16core node is used to execute MD simulation in OpenMP 
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TABLE 5.2: Latency and Communication/Computation Ratio 

No. Of 
Process 

Pure MPI 
Latency 

Communication 
/Computation 

Ratio 

1 0 0 

2 0.000462 0 

4 0.000468 0 

8 0.000466 0 

16 0.000599 0 

32 1.553018 13.71 

64 1.941602 20.91 

128 2.149467 48.98 

 

With increase in MPI processes the communication/ computation ratio increases. The 

increase in latency will affect parallel efficiency. The interleaved execution is desirable 

where time in communication can be reduced. In MPI implementation every process is 

interacting with other processes by explicit MPI communication (MPI send/recv). The 

explicit MPI communication between nodes limits speedup as more and more time is wasted 

in communication. 

 

5.4 Communication overhead analysis 

We have evaluated latency for MPI code with basic MPI library operations. The OpenMP 

implementation has not evaluated for latency. The communication overhead analysis can be 

modelled mathematically. Assume a cluster that has m nodes, each node has k CPUs. If MPI 

is used over the entire cluster, we have total number of MPI processes is mk. 

Suppose each MPI process on average sends and receives 4 Messages 

Total number of messages: 4mk 

With considering the popularity of cluster architectures which employ both shared and 

distributed memory architectures. In which shared memory component is usually a cache 

coherent SMP node. Processors on a given SMP node can address that node's memory as 

global. 
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FIGURE 5.5: Increase in Communication Ratio 

 

The distributed memory component is the networking of multiple SMP nodes. SMPs know 

only about their own memory - not the memory on another SMP. Therefore, network 

communications are required to move data from one SMP to another. The total number of 

messages can lead to poor performance. The figure 5.5 shows increase in communication 

time which is overhead and lead to slower execution. 

The new paradigm Hybrid Programming [80] is used to efficiently program in clusters of 

shared memory (SMP) nodes. In Hybrid programming MPI is used at the nodes and shared 

memory programming inside of each SMP node. We can take benefit of both (Scalability of 

MPI and efficient sharing between peer threads of OpenMP). The different variations in 

Hybrid Programming are available MPI Process – OpenMP Threads, MPI Process- 

Lightweight MPI Process and MPI process –MPI process. If MPI is used only for inter-node 

parallelism, while OpenMP threads control intra-node parallelism 

Number of MPI processes: m 

Total number of messages: 4m 

Therefore, fewer MPI messages in the mixed MPI-OpenMP approach. We excited with 

hybrid approach and started implementation in Hybrid MPI –OpenMP.  
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In the next chapter, we will compare all three approaches (Shared Memory, Distributed 

Memory and Hybrid approach). 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

Single Program Multiple Data performs better in case of Open MP Implementation. All cores 

of processor are assigned equal task. It will not be suitable for task distribution and handling 

communication between nodes. OpenMP implementation works efficiently only on shared 

memory node or machine. It will not scale outside the node. Similarly solution can use data 

available at one place. 

Master Worker suitable for achieving internodes parallelism and performs better in case of 

MPI Implementation. Master handles communication task while worker will complete task 

assigned by master. Master worker based MPI solution uses explicit communication 

primitives. The use of explicit communication between nodes increases latency. The 

performance is also depends on bandwidth of interconnection network. Master worker based 

design is capable to handle fault and load balancing but it increases overhead. 

In this research we have considered adaptability of MD Simulation program design. If MD 

Simulation solution will adopt variety of architecture (shared, distributed, hybrid), It will be 

useful in different situation and in similar way computation intensive problems can be 

designed to adopt different architectures.  

We needed to have experiment with hybrid programming which utilized cores within node 

first to reduce latency and prefer multithreading. While in pure MPI approach scalability is 

achieved but multi process creation and Inter Process Communication (IPC) can be costly. 

Hybrid approach can take advantages of both OpenMP and MPI. 

There were two important objectives for Pattern based approach of MD Simulation, we were 

looking:  

1. Ease of Programming  

2. Adaptability of solution to different architectures  

With pattern based solution we will get separation of concern, improved readability and 

debugging. At the top we separate concurrency aspect with task specification. Task 
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specification should be independent from the programming language used. In Concurrency 

Pattern, we specify concurrency.  

The adaptability can be achieved if solution works efficiently in any of three architectures 

without large changes in implementation. The next chapter is implementing MD Simulation 

with three different approaches. 

 

  

  

 



CHAPTER – VI 

PROPOSED ADAPTIVE DESIGN PATTERN FOR 

PARALLEL PROGRAMMING 

Objective: This chapter discuss about need of adaptive design pattern. The chapter apply 

different design patterns on MD Simulation in different programming paradigm. At the end 

we are comparing Adaptive design pattern based approach with pure benchmark code. 

6.1 Proposed Architectural View for Parallel Application Development 

We are proposing an Architectural View for parallel application development which is 

applicable to all problems which can be easily modeled with task parallelism. The parallel 

software development needs to view from innovative perspective. Like mainstream software 

development has 4+1 view of architecture [88]. We propose new architectural view for 

parallel software development in Figure 6.1. Our view favors application which can be easily 

modeled with task parallelism. The important job in such applications is division of problem 

into task and specifies task ordering. 

Our architectural pattern focuses on four planes on which problem can be divided.  

1. Task Plane: The task plane describes task and their ordering. It uses Task graph to 

show task granularity and task dependencies.  

2. Concurrency Plane: The concurrency plane consists of concurrency patterns used to 

create threads and processes. It describes degree of concurrency and mapping to 

hardware.  

3. Communication Plane:  It describes communication between components. The 

common pattern of communication are scatter gather, broadcast, reduce and multicast. 

4. Synchronization Plane: It shows synchronization mechanism required. The 

common synchronization mechanisms are barriers, monitors and locks. 
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The benefit of such architectural view is concurrent view of multiple aspects. It captures 

almost all aspects of parallel application development. 
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6.2 Implementation in Hybrid approach (MPI-OpenMP) 

In the previous chapter experiments on MD Simulation proves that SPMD maps better in 

OpenMP and provides speedup in shared memory environment. While Master Worker design 

provide scalability and map better for MPI. We have also implemented MD Simulation in 

Hybrid programming. Hybrid programming use combination of MPI and OpenMP. Rather 

than creating large number of MPI processes, we create fewer MPI processes of larger grain 

size (more computation) in Hybrid programming. This approach leads to better 

computation/communication ratio. In the pure MPI approach, due to the large number of MPI 

processes, there is a higher probability for some of the MPI processes being idle. In the mixed 

MPI-OpenMP approach, the MPI processes have a lower probability of being idle 

We have applied composition of patterns shown in FIGURE 6.2 for MD Simulation in 

Hybrid approach. It can be used in situation where heterogeneous cluster are used. In such a 

cluster each node may have different number of cores. Master- Submaster –Worker can be 

used in heterogeneous cluster to better load balancing and fault tolerance. Worker or 

Submaster can be mapped to node of cluster, which handles task distribution and collection 

of results from all threads of that node.  

 

 

FIGURE 6.2: Composition of patterns in hybrid programming 

 

We have modelled MD Simulation in FIGURE with this Master-Submaster-Worker 

approach. In which Master assign one or more windows of atoms to a Submaster (node).  

Each Submaster assigns atoms to cores for force calculation. Each Submaster updates 

position of atoms. Master can employ load balancing if requires.  
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In handling larger problem often no single pattern is capable to handle all situation, in fact 

patterns are used together to solve larger problems. We can also use different pattern 

compositions like Master- Worker- Reduce, Master-Worker- SPMD, Intranode Parallelism 

Patterns, Parallel Queue, TaskManager, Barriers and Other Communication and 

Synchronization Patterns. 

 

 

FIGURE 6.3: MD Simulation design with Master-Submaster-Worker 

 

We have compared the best case of Hybrid approach which is achieved with 8 MPI 

processes and each with 16 threads with OpenMP and MPI solutions. Figure 6.4 shows 

execution time comparison of OpenMP, MPI and Hybrid solution in cluster where maximum 

1 node of 8 cores was used. We can observe that OpenMP solution gives us fastest 

execution. Figure 6.5 gives us comparison of various solution in which 8 nodes of 16 cores 

are used (total number of cores: 128). It can be observed hybrid solution performs better than 

MPI and OpenMP in case of increasing number of nodes. The MPI solution will suffer from 

higher latency due to use of explicit MPI communication primitives for large number of 

message passed. 
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FIGURE 6.4: Comparing best case of Hybrid approach with OpenMP and MPI (Max number of cores:8 ) 

 

 

 

 FIGURE 6.5: Comparing best case of Hybrid approach with OpenMP and MPI (Max number of cores:128 ) 

 

6.3 Need of Adaptive Design Pattern 

In parallel programming, patterns are biased with the architecture in which their solution will 

be executed and also with the programming languages. TABLE [6.1] is based on literature 

survey and our early experiments on prime number generation and MD Simulation. It shows 

selection of pattern with considering hardware environment and programming language.  
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TABLE 6.1: Suitability of pattern and languages 

Pattern Open MP MPI  

Pipeline Suitable Suitable 

Recursive splitting Suitable   

Geometric Decomposition Suitable Suitable 

 Discrete Event    Suitable 

 Actors    Suitable 

Master/worker    Suitable 

 BSP   Suitable 

 SPMD Suitable Suitable 

Loop Parallelism Suitable   

 Fork/Join Suitable   

 

These observations from experiments motivate us to formulate Adaptive design pattern which 

can behave according to architecture and map problem from algorithmic domain to shared 

memory, distributed memory environment and hybrid environment. Adaptive design pattern 

can also provide separation of concern. In which task and algorithm specifications are 

separated from concurrency specification. 

The three important considerations we have in mind while formulating Adaptive Design 

Pattern: 

1. Devise Pattern which behaves according to architecture. 

2. Use vocabulary of PPL suggested by Mattson. 

3. Provides Separation of concern by separating task management from process and 

thread management. 

Initial Solution: 

In our first solution we have used recursive splitting and case based pattern selection. In 

which we choose OpenMP for lower number of task and will not initialize MPI environment. 

While for large number of task and heterogeneous cluster, we prefer hybrid approach. 

The hybrid solution utilizes cores within node first to reduce latency and prefer 

multithreading then multiprocess creation and inter-thread communication over inter-process 

communication. Our first solution selects Open MP or Hybrid MPI - OpenMP 

implementation based on number of task and hardware environment available. It has also 

used proper combination of process and threads for providing better speedup and efficiency. 

First solution also reduces size of messages (Halo) between nodes to reduce latency by 

accommodating all atoms in window at one node.  
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This solution was hard coded and not qualified as pattern. It is also based on observation and 

lead to poor performance if granularity of task changes. In the next section we are 

demonstrating our final solution. 

 

6.4 Proposed Adaptive Design Pattern 

We are proposing Adaptive design pattern (Figure 6.6) which provides adaptability for 

incorporating different patterns in different situations. Adaptive design pattern can be 

realized by having architectural view for parallel application development (Figure 6.1). The 

need of adaptability and separation of concerns in parallel software development leads to 

formulation of Adaptive design pattern. Our solution itself is not a single pattern. In fact it 

emphasizes collaboration of patterns. We wish to promote interoperability in case of parallel 

patterns that is the reason we have formulated a novel approach for presenting parallel 

design pattern. Adaptive Design Pattern gives flexibility to the selection of pattern 

dynamically. It will select Open MP or Hybrid MPI – OpenMP Implementation. SPMD 

based design and OpenMP implementation triggered for shared memory architecture. 

Adaptive design and Hybrid OpenMP, MPI implementation will be triggered in case of 

cluster and Master – Coordinator-Worker design may be used. 

In solution, we have focused on the following parameters: 

⮚  Separation of concern: Application Programmer focuses on all that are needed to 

compute the application result value. 

⮚  Adaptive to Heterogeneous Architectures. 

⮚  Flexible for change in code. 

⮚  Leverage skills of programmer. It utilized cores within node first to reduce latency 

and prefer Multithreading then Multi-process creation and Inter Thread 

Communication over Inter-Process Communication.  

 

Adaptive pattern based design gives us the flexibility to select a particular design based on 

suitability of particular design pattern to environment, programming language constructs.  
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The selection of pattern is based on best practices of parallel program design. The best 

practices captured by [17][81] and also discussed in [82]. We summarize it for different 

scenario in Table [6.1].  

 

We have implemented with SPMD, Master worker and Multilevel Master worker but design 

will be able to accommodate any pattern. In our design, we have demonstrated selection of 

pattern based hardware environment and programming language used. We have also 

implemented this adaptive design with suitable implementation pattern and programming 

language. We are demonstrating that with the adaptive pattern, we can flexibly switch over 

to different pattern based design based on situations shown in TABLE [6.2]. 

 

 

TABLE 6.2: Mapping of hardware, implementation pattern and programming languages 

Hardware 
Environment 

Suitable 
Implementation 
Pattern 

Programming 
Language 

Capabilities added 
dynamically 

Shared Memory  SPMD OpenMP Load balancing 

Distributed Memory Master Worker Hybrid OpenMP/MPI 
,MPI 

Load balancing, Code 
migration, Fault 
tolerance 

Cluster Two level Master 
Worker 

Hybrid 
OpenMP/MPI,MPI 

Load balancing, code 
migration, Fault 
tolerance 

 

Social insects [83] have been extraordinarily successful in task allocation. Social insects’ 

exhibit most advanced form of sociality. In Adaptive design pattern, we have tried to inherit 

features from Honeybee task allocation [84]. Their advanced approach in division of work: 

 

● Increase durability of their colony. 

● Reduce cost in switching of tasks. 

● Recovery in fluctuating environment. 

● Better growth 

 

Honeybees exhibits  two patterns of organization of work, In the spring and summer, 

division of labour is used to maximize growth rate and resource accumulation. In winter, 

honeybee focuses on survival. They rely on honey and become generalists. 
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In Adaptive design pattern, we are using honeybees’ flexible role transition model. Adaptive 

design pattern uses capabilities which can be added dynamically to workers. We can have 

hook or method which is adaptive to support capabilities. These methods can perform 

dynamically based on class structure and reflections. This solution provides dynamic 

implementation and avoids scattering problem into different classes. The use of hook makes 

design flexible to support evolving implementation. 

 

 

FIGURE 6.7:  Hierarchy of worker in Adaptive design pattern 

 

The worker hierarchy (Figure 6.6) is implemented in form of hyperslice [85] [86], each 

worker can be replaced by other workers. The interface based design gives flexibility to 

accommodate new patterns. We can replace Master Worker by Map-Reduce and Pipeline 

based design. The worker can increase its capabilities dynamically by hooks [87]. Each 

worker is capable to acquire capabilities dynamically.  We accommodate adaptability in our 

design by choosing pattern based on suitability to architecture, programming environment 

and optimization available. Flowchart shown in Figure 6.8 explains algorithm to choose 

different patterns and capabilities. The algorithm is not part of our pattern but it can be used 
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in developing framework which is based on adaptive pattern. The algorithm uses reflections 

and other information for picking most suitable pattern for problem in given situation.  

 

FIGURE 6.8: Algorithm for choosing pattern based on suitability 
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6.5 Results 

Figure 6.10 and 6.12 compares execution time required for MD simulation in four cases: 1. 

Pure OpenMP, 2. Pure MPI, 3. Hybrid (OpenMP -MPI) 4. Adaptive design pattern based 

code use OpenMP and Hybrid approach. The code is executed for 2000 atoms, 3 

dimensionality, 30 steps and only for short range forces. The long range forces are not 

considered but can be incorporated. In addition to pure OpenMP code and MPI code, Hybrid 

code for best case is also served as benchmark for comparison with Adaptive pattern based 

code. 

Figure 6.9 compares performance up to 16 cores, The Adaptive pattern uses SPMD based 

design shown in figure 6.9 to divide the work by OpenMP code. The pure OpenMP code 

performs best in that case. 

 

 

 

  FIGURE 6.9: SPMD based design for a node of 16 cores 
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FIGURE 6.10: Comparison of execution time in seconds of various approaches (max no of cores:16) 

 

We are running the code on 1 node having 16 cores. We were unable to run it on larger node 

with more number of cores due to access limitations. In this comparison we can clearly 

observe that our adaptive pattern based code performs better than pure MPI code and hybrid 

code.  The reason for better performance is not initializing MPI environment as it detects the 

environment and choose SPMD based design.  

 

Figure 6.12 shows comparison of all approaches in case of more than 16 cores. It uses Two 

level Master Worker approach in which Master divides task among SubMasters and each 

SubMaster divides task among Workers and collect results from them. The Two level Master 

Worker approach is useful in case of heterogeneous architectures where node may have 

different configurations. In this situation Our Adaptive design pattern based code performs 

almost close to hybrid code. The hybrid code performs a little better than our approach. It 

can be justified due to increase in LOC by using pattern based approach. 
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FIGURE 6.11: Two level Master- Worker for Hybrid Architecture 

 

 

FIGURE 6.12: Comparison of execution time in seconds of various approaches (max no of cores:128) 

TABLE 6.3 shows comparison of various parameters in different approaches. We may need 

to write more Line of Code for adaptive design pattern based code but it gives us separation 

of concern and flexibility to switch over code. The use of Two level Master Worker 

approach gives us more control over Halo size. The Halo size reduction can give us more 

performance and parallel efficiency. 
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TABLE 6.3: Comparison of Adaptive design pattern with other approaches 

Parameters Pure 

OpenMP  

Pure MPI Hybrid MPI-Open 

MP 

Adaptive Design 

Pattern 

Separation of concerns No No No Yes 

LLOC .211K 0.257K 0.278K .311K  

Depth of Inheritance 

Tree 

0-2 0-2 0-2 3 

Flexibility to switchover 

code 

X X X √ 

Reduce halo  NA Can be done Can be done Can be done 

Architecture Suitable Shared Distributed Cluster Any 

 

 

6.6 Benefit of Adaptive Design Pattern 

Adaptive design pattern formulated to support pattern based code for parallel programming. 

We have accomplished the following objectives: 

● Achieve Separation of concern by dividing task management, concurrency plane 

and implementation plane. Provide abstraction to programmer be separation of 

concerns. 

● Adaptive to Heterogeneous Architectures. The adaptive pattern offers dynamic 

design decision based on architecture and programming language (reflections). The 

switchover to design based on context makes design adaptive to heterogeneous 

architecture. 

● Our pattern based solution utilizes cores within node to reduce latency and prefer 

Multithreading then Multi process creation and Inter Thread Communication over 

Inter Process Comm.  

● Flexibility of adding new capabilities to code is provided by using Hooks in design. 

These hooks can be used to add functionality later in case of changes. 
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6.7 Conclusion 

Patterns are not biased with the programming platform in general but in parallel 

programming patterns behave differently in different scenario. The selection of pattern 

should consider programming language, architecture and constructs available. 

In this research, we have presented a novel approach of Adaptive Design Pattern for Parallel 

Programming. Our aim is to simplify programming for multicore architecture by providing a 

pattern based design which does not require expertise in selecting pattern for particular 

environment. In this work, we have designed molecular dynamics simulation with adaptive 

design pattern. We are able to get performance like SPMD of shared memory and Master 

Worker of Distributed Memory. We have demonstrated that we can accommodate new 

pattern in design. The handmade parallelized program serves as benchmark for our 

comparison. The pattern based design compared with the handmade parallelisation of 

OpenMP, MPI and Hybrid approach (MPI-Open MP) on various parameters execution time, 

latency, separation of concerns, depth of inheritance tree, and flexibility to switchover code 

and reduce hallo size. Pattern based program is slightly slower than pure hybrid code due to 

increase LLOC. In this study, we have not considered effectiveness of algorithm.  

Our objective is to show that our design is adaptive it can be flexible to add capabilities 

required in certain situations. The Adaptive Pattern proposed will be suitable to problems 

which can map with Task Parallelism. The task specification is handled by programmer and 

incorrect task specification degrades performance. We have only used Param Yuva –II 

architecture and still we need to apply our approach in different architectures and large 

number of parallel patterns. The work done motivates for development of framework which 

completely frees programmer from understanding the details of hardware, programming 

language constructs for parallelization.  

 



CHAPTER – VII 

FORMAL REPRESENTATION OF ADAPTIVE DESIGN 

PATTERN  

Objective: This chapter discuss adaptability feature of adaptive design pattern. The Adaptive 

design pattern is formally defined here. In this chapter we are using case only of Two level 

Master Worker and SPMD but other patterns can also be accommodated in design. 

7.1 Adaptability of Proposed Adaptive Design Pattern 

We have proposed Adaptive design pattern (Figure 6.5) which provides adaptability for 

incorporating different patterns in different situations. The need of adaptability and 

separation of concerns in parallel software development leads to formulation of Adaptive 

design pattern. In many situations no single pattern can solve problem. Indeed we need to 

incorporate any pattern in design with ease. We wish to promote interoperability in case of 

parallel patterns through the use of interface and hooks. Adaptive Design Pattern uses 

interface based implementation which supports plug and play architecture. The interface 

based design assures that different pattern can be used to solve the problem. The other 

important feature is pattern hooks. The pattern hooks can be used to accommodate patterns 

in future. 

We have demonstrated adaptability by switching implementation between OpenMP and 

hybrid programming. The SPMD based design and OpenMP implementation triggered for 

shared memory architecture. Adaptive design and Hybrid (OpenMP - MPI) implementation 

will be triggered in case of cluster and Master – Coordinator-Worker design may be used. 

Adaptive pattern based design gives us the flexibility to select a particular design based on 

suitability of particular design pattern to environment, programming language constructs 

which have been summarized in previous chapter Table [6.1].  
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7.2 Adaptive Design Pattern Elements 

The proposed pattern is represented in GoF pattern template described in Appendix C: 

 

1. Pattern Name and Classification 

Adaptive design pattern: The pattern is formulated for parallel programming. It is 

specifically for concurrency. 

2. Intent, Also Known As, Motivation 

The pattern provides adaptability to different architectures.  It simplifies switchover to 

shared memory to distributed architecture. It can be used to divide work in cluster. 

3.  Applicability 

It can be used to divide the work among multiple cores in cluster.  It is applicable in 

shared memory, distributed and hybrid architecture. It is supports task parallelism but not 

limited to it. 

4. Structure 

A class diagrams for pattern is given in Figure 7.1. The various classes used in it are: 

1. TaskContainer 

2. Reflection 

3. ConcurrencyManager 

4. SPMDWorker 

5. Master 

6. SubMaster 

7. ConcreteWorker 

The interfaces are: 

1. ImplementationAdapter 

2. Worker 
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5. Participants 

In this section classes used in Adaptive design pattern is described. Each class and their 

responsibilities and purpose in the design is listed as: 

1. TaskContainer: It contains task, provides interface for adding, removing and getting the 

task status. 

2. Reflection: It will help in getting the details of hardware environment. 

3. ConcurrencyManager: Implements ImplementationAdapter interface choose appropriate 

design for hardware. 

4. SPMDWorker: Implements SPMD based design for shared memory. 

5. Master: Divide task among SubMasters in case of hybrid environment or to Workers in 

case of one node MPI cluster. They collect and compile results from SubMasters or Workers. 

6. SubMaster: Divide task among worker and collect results from them. Result will sent to 

Master. 

7. Worker: Perform task assigned by Master or SubMaster.. 

6. Collaborations 

ConcurrencyManager object uses TaskContainer object and Reflection to get details about 

task and hardware environment. It chooses appropriate implementation strategy. In case of 

distributed environment, it instantiate Master – Worker while for shared memory it 

directly invoke SPMD Workers. Master launch workers based on task. Worker finish task 

and add partial result. Master terminate workers and collect result. 
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FIGURE 7.2: Adaptive Design Pattern Collaboration 

7. Consequences 

The benefits of using the pattern are increased flexibility, easy switchover among 

architecture, support for adding functionality, and ease of programming. Negative 

implications are increase in complexity and LOC.  

8.  Known Uses 

The pattern is used to implement MD Simulation in different hardware scenarios. It is 

suitable for any problem which can be divided with the Task Parallelism. It is useful in 

preparing adaptive design which can be used into different hardware environment and 

programming languages. 

9. Related Patterns 

Master Worker, SPMD, Map-Reduce, Pipeline, Publisher-Subscriber. 
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7.3 Formal Specification of Adaptive Design Pattern  

7.3.1 Structural Aspect  

This section presents structural aspect of our Adaptive design pattern. We have used novel 

approach which was described in chapter 4 to provide formal representation of parallel design 

pattern. The Adaptive design pattern template is described below which gives specification of 

common classes, relationships and methods: 

Pattern Name: Adaptive Design Pattern 

ꓱ ImplementationAdapter, Reflection, TaskContainer, 

ConcurrencyManager, Master, SubMaster, Worker ϵ Adaptive Design 

Pattern 

{ 

ConcreteClass(ConcurrencyManager) ^ ConcreteClass(Reflection) ^ 

Inheritance(ImplemetationAdapter,ConcurrencyManager) ^ 

MethodOf(specialRequest, Adaptee)  ^  MethodOf (requestInit, Target) ^ 

MethodOf(doTask, ConcurrencyManager), MethodInvocation (doTask, 

getState), 

MethodInvocation(doTask, getState) ^ 

Hierarchy(Worker) ^ Interface(Worker) ^ 

Inheritance(Worker, ConcreteWorker) ^ 

ConcreteClass(Master), ^ ConcreteClass(SubMaster) 

^ConcreteClass(ConcreteWorker) ^ 

MethodOf (assignTask,Master) ^ MethodOf(launchWoker,Master) ^ 

MethodOf(launchWoker,SubMaster) ^ MethodOf(doTask, ConcreteWorker) 

^ 

MethodInvocation (launchWorker, Master) ^ 

MethodInvocation(launchWoker,Master) ^MethodInvocation (doTask, 

ConcreteWorker), 

SharedMethod(doTask,Worker) ^ 

MethodOf(getEnvironment,Master) ^ 

MethodOf(addTask, Master) ^ 

MethodOf(doTask, ConcreteWorker)  ^ MethodOf(getState, 
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ConcreteWorker) ^ 

Shared-Method(launchWorker, ConcreteWorker) ^ 

MethodInvocation (doTask, Status) ^ 

MethodInvocation (getState, State) ^ 

Hierarchy(Worker) ^ Interface(Worker) ^ 

Inheritance(Worker, ConcreteWorker) ^ 

Shared-Method(doTask, ConcreteWorker) ^ 

Shared-Method(setEnvironment, ConcreteWorker) ^ 

Shared-Method(getState, ConcreteWorker) ^ 

Shared-Method(update, ConcreteWorker) ^ 

Shared-Method(setState, ConcreteWorker) ^ 

MethodOf(loadBalancing,Master) ^ MethodOf(faultTolerance,Master) ^ 

MethodOf(distribution,Master) 

} 

FIGURE 7.3: Adaptive Design Pattern. BPSL Representation 

7.3.2 Behavioral Aspect  

The behavioral aspects are represented through pattern template used in chapter 4, LOTOS 

and eLePUS presentation. The multiple presentations give complete information about 

collaboration, event ordering and parallelization. Figure 7.4 describes process interaction 

specified in LOTOS.  

process  ConcurrencyManager 

[Reflection,TaskContainer,Master,Worker] : exit := 

ConcurrencyManager; 

{ 

i; lauchSubMaster; exit 

[] (<- Choice operator) 

i; lauchWoker; exit 

} 

process  Master [SubMaster,TaskBag] : exit := 

SubMaster; 

( 
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i; lauchSubMaster; exit 

[] (<- Choice operator) 

i; lauchWoker; exit 

) 

endproc (* Driver *) 

process SubMaster [Worker,Task] : exit := 

Worker; 

( 

i; lauchWorker; exit 

) 

endproc (* Master *) 

process Worker [Task] : exit := 

Worker; 

( 

i; doTask; exit 

) 

endproc (* Worker *) 

FIGURE 7.4: Adaptive Design Pattern processes LOTOS presentation 

 

Figure 7.5 represent collaboration of classes in eLePUS. The classes, their attributes and their 

relationships can be effectively represented with eLePUS. The ConcurrencyManager is 

choosing appropriate classes by using Reflection and TaskContainer. 

The Three level Master-Worker (Master –Submaster- Worker) 
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FIGURE 7.5: Adaptive Design pattern eLePUS presentation 

 

Figure 7.6 represents LOTOS specification of Adaptive design pattern where 

ConcurrencyManager(CM) choose design based on Reflection, programming environment 

and problem size. It instantiate Master(M)-Worker(W),Two level Master-SubMaster(SM) -

Worker or Worker shown in LOTOS by choice construct([]).  

The LOTOS representation will help in explaining about parallelization opportunity, 

synchronization requirement clearly. The adaptive decision will be taken and appropriate 

objects will be instantiated. 
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FIGURE 7.6: Adaptive Design Pattern LOTOS graphical presentation dynamic design choice 

7.4  Adaptability  

We are claiming that the proposed pattern is adaptable in two important contexts, first it can 

adapt to architecture by switch over the design. The best suitable pattern is picked by 

considering architecture, programming paradigm and language. 

The second aspect is freedom of using other parallel pattern or accommodating new patterns. 

The interface based design makes each part of design is having clearly defined purpose.  The 

Adaptability Guidelines given in [89] discuss about adaptability of components which 

advocates each component should be highly cohesive, minimal dependent on other and 

interact clearly with other components. It talks about connectors which flexibly connects 

components. Each connector is assigned responsibilities. The above guidelines are followed 

by defining role of each class in adaptive design pattern.   
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7.5  Conclusion  

This chapter provides formal representation of Adaptive design pattern proposed. The 

Adaptive design pattern is represented from multiple perspectives. The structural aspects 

represented using BPSL and eLePUS. LOTOS is used to represent event ordering and 

processes. eLePUS graphically presents collaboration among entities. The presentation is 

only demonstrating a case of adaptive design pattern in heterogeneous environment. In this 

particular case, adaptive design pattern instantiate Two - level Master Worker design.   

The formal specification of all parallel patterns will give us idea of interoperability. We have 

accommodated few parallel patterns (Master Worker, SPMD, and Pipeline) but we can 

extend it. The adaptive design pattern can accommodate other parallel patterns also. The 

other cases can be represented in same way. 



 
 

CHAPTER – VIII 

CONCLUSION 

8.1  Achievements With Respect To Objectives 

This dissertation attempted to define Adaptive design pattern for parallel programming, a 

novel approach for parallel software design. Adaptive design pattern formulated to support 

pattern based code for parallel programming. The use of pattern will help in accommodating 

best practices of software design. The adaptive design pattern will adjust different parallel 

environment. We have accomplished the following objectives: 

● Surveyed Parallel programming based system, tools and libraries available. 

● Surveyed formal pattern specification and formulated hybrid approach of pattern 

specification especially for parallel pattern specification. 

● Achieve Separation of concern by dividing task management, concurrency plane and 

implementation plane. Provide abstraction to programmer be separation of concerns. 

● Adaptive to Heterogeneous Architectures. The adaptive pattern offers dynamic design 

decision based on architecture and programming language (reflections). The switchover to 

design based on context makes design adaptive to heterogeneous architecture. 

● Multilevel master worker utilizes cores within node to reduce latency and prefer 

multithreading then multi process creation and inter thread communication over inter process 

communication.  

● Flexibility of adding new capabilities to code is provided by using Hooks in design. The 

hook can be used add functionality later in case of changes. 

● Provided formal presentation of adaptive design pattern for parallel programming.  

 
 

8.2   Conclusion 

Patterns are not biased with the programming platform in general but in parallel 

programming patterns behave differently in different scenario. The selection of pattern 

should consider programming language, architecture and constructs available. 

In this research, we have presented a novel approach of Adaptive Design Pattern for Parallel 

Programming. Our aim is to simplify programming for multicore architecture by providing a 
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pattern based design which does not require expertise in selecting pattern for particular 

environment. In this work, we have designed molecular dynamics simulation with adaptive 

design pattern. We are able to get performance like SPMD of shared memory and Master 

Worker of Distributed Memory. We have demonstrated that we can accommodate new 

pattern in design. The pattern based design compared with the handmade parallelisation of 

OpenMP, MPI and Hybrid approach (MPI-Open MP) on various parameters execution time, 

latency, separation of concerns, depth of inheritance tree, flexibility to switchover code and 

reduce hallo size. Pattern based program is slightly slower than pure hybrid code due to 

increase LLOC. In this study, we have not considered effectiveness of algorithm.  

Our objective was to show that our pattern is adaptive. It is flexible to add capabilities 

required in certain situations. The Adaptive Pattern proposed is suitable to problems which 

can map with Task Parallelism. The task specification is handled by programmer and 

incorrect task specification degrades performance. We have used Param Yuva –II 

architecture for all experiments. The architecture which was available for programming 

based on Intel MIC (Many Integrated Core). We need to apply our approach in GPU based 

architectures and also with large number of parallel patterns. The work done motivates for 

development of framework which completely frees programmer from understanding the 

details of hardware, programming language constructs for parallelization.  

 

8.3   Future Work 

We have attempted to formulate pattern which is adapt environment and also accommodate 

other patterns in design. Still we need to apply our solution to number of problems and 

hardware environment.  The pattern is defined for considering problems mapped with task 

parallelism. It may be extended or modified to support all kind of problems. The CUDA and 

GPU architectures need to experiment in context of parallel design patterns. 

The pattern specified will be reusable if we transform them into components. The 

componentizable patterns are defined for common design patterns. Such components help in 

rapid application development and better quality. 
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The pattern in parallel programming still needs to experiment in different situation to provide 

pattern base from which best pattern for particular situation. If such concrete pattern base will 

available in future. It will be utilized to develop a framework provide adaptive design for 

parallel software. We can move to provide framework for parallel programming which can 

utilize best practices of parallel programming. The formulation of such framework will be 

very much useful for parallel software designers. It will be also useful for parallel 

programmer for porting their application to various architectures.  
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APPENDIX –A 

ADVANCEMENT IN COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE 

 

Computer hardware contains physical parts of computer system like CPU, monitor, 

RAM, motherboard, and storage devices. Computer architecture is providing computation 

from interaction of hardware and software technology. Computer architecture focuses on 

performance, reliability, efficiency and cost of computer system.  

Computer architecture is having three fundamental discipline instruction set architecture, 

computer organization and system design. Instruction set architecture (ISA) deals with 

designing instruction set and how they are fetched and encoded. Computer organization is 

realizing ISA by using the hardware components. System design refers all the other 

issues like DMA, multiprocessing, virtualization.  

In computer architecture research [1] different computing environment e.g. advanced 

superscalar, super speculative, trace processor, VLIW architecture, etc. are discussed. 

Implicit Parallelism gained by architecture developments like superscalar, super 

speculative, trace processor and VLIW architecture. Microprocessor clock speeds have 

posted impressive gains over the past two decades.  Higher levels of device integration 

have made available a large number of transistors.  Current processors use these resources 

in multiple functional units and execute multiple instructions in the same cycle. The 

precise manner in which these instructions are selected and executed provides impressive 

diversity in architectures. 

In pipeline architectures, various stages of instruction execution overlap to achieve 

performance. At a high level of abstraction, an instruction can be executed while the next 

one is being decoded and the next one is being fetched. Pipelining, however, has several 

limitations. The speed of a pipeline is eventually limited by the slowest stage. Latency 

and misprediction are other issues in pipeline.   

Superscalar is an aggressive model, in which more than one instruction is issued in a 

cycle. The instructions can be issued out of order. This dynamic issue can provide far 

better performance than in order issue but it imposes efficiency constraints. In VLIW 

(Very Long Instruction Word) Processors uses very long instructions to provide 

performance. It uses a complex instruction to perform task.  
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In spite of all these developments, there has been demand for more computing power by 

software. Many parallel architectural alternatives are proposed and used. The 

fundamental classification for parallel computers defined in Flynn’s Taxonomy[2]. Flynn 

classified computers based on their instruction stream and flow of data. The MIMD 

(Multiple-Instruction, Multiple-Data) computers type is important for parallel and 

distributed computing and in the context of our research. In MIMD, multiple processing 

elements have separate instruction and data access memory. Each unit is independently 

executing instructions to achieve speedup and scalability. The multicore processors or 

cluster systems are examples for the MIMD model. The MIMD computers can be 

classified based on their memory organization. 

MIMD computers based on memory organization in three types: 

1. Shared memory computers (Multiprocessors) 

2. Distributed memory computers (Multicomputer) 

3. Computer with virtually shared memory 

A shared memory computer or shared memory multiprocessors (SMPs) is a collection of 

processors or cores which are connected by an interconnection network and shares global 

physical memory.  All the processors in SMPs exchange data by global memory by 

reading or writing shared variables. Multicore is popular name of single chip 

multiprocessors. Recent trends in hardware design are towards multicore CPUs with 

hundreds of cores. Multicore places multiple processors on a single computer chip.   

 

 

Figure 1.1 Shared Memory Architecture 
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Distributed memory computer is a collection of nodes connected by an interconnection 

networks. Each node consist of a number of processing elements (processor, local 

memory, and, sometimes, periphery elements). In such machines interconnection network 

connects nodes and supports the transfer of data between nodes.   

 

Figure 1.2 Distributed Memory Architecture 

Another type is computers in which memory is accessed in shared manner but actually 

distributed physically.  The software will provide illusion of shared memory.  

In hybrid architecture, combination of all these architectures can be used. Various clusters 

are available based on hybrid architectures. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Hybrid Architectures 

With all these developments there is an emphasis on parallel software development 

approach which can utilize parallelism available. Different applications utilize different 

aspects of parallelism for data intensive applications high aggregate throughput is 

important to utilize, server applications utilize high aggregate network bandwidth, and 

scientific applications typically utilize high processing and memory system performance.  
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APPENDIX –B 

RUNNING JOB WITH PBS 
 
Access to the PARAM YUVA 2 is available through encrypted connections, such as ssh. The 

ssh program allows you to open a text console session on a remote computer. The scp and 

sftp commands are used for transferring files between computers. The sftp program works 

like an encrypted form of ftp. We need to enter the user_id and the appropriate password. 

This is done from a shell or terminal prompt on a Linux or UNIX system or Macintosh, from 

a UNIX shell on a PC (using a Unix-in-windows tool, such as Cygwin or MKS), or using a 

graphical ssh program under windows, such as PuTTY. We have used PuTTY for accessing. 

 

Torque Resource Manager 

Torque Resource Manager provides control over batch jobs and distributed computing 

resources. It is an advanced open source product based on the original PBS project and 

incorporates the best of both community and professional development. It incorporates 

significant advances in the areas of scalability, reliability and functionality and is currently in 

use at tens of thousands of leading government, academic and commercial sites throughout 

the world. TORQUE may be freely used, modified, and distributed under the constraints of 

the included license. Job submission through torque PBS can be used to submit Serial and 

Parallel JOBS. PBS provides job queuing and execution services in a batch cluster 

environment. For Serial and OpenMP jobs there is no need to run MPDBOOT. But for MPI 

Jobs it is mandatory to run MPDBOOT before submitting PBS script.  

 

Advantages of using PBS:   

1. Resource utilization (Node) is done by Torque. User is not involved in it. 

2. PBS finds out whether the resources needed by the different jobs are available or  not 

and on which nodes.   

3. It submits the jobs accordingly or places them in the queue depending upon the 

resource availability.  

4. Handles Load Sharing. 

 

There are two steps to running a non-interactive batch job: 

1. Create a PBS Script 

2. Submit the PBS Script to PBS for Execution  
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FIGURE B.1: Some PBS commands 

 

 

Figure B.1 is describing few PBS commands for submitting job.  Figure B.2 is describing a 

sample PBS script for job submission.  The first statement specifies the number of nodes 

requested and the number of processors per node. After that we specify the number of nodes 

requested and the number of processors per node. Next two statements specify standard 

output and error streams redirection to files. Next two statements specify the maximum cpu 

and wall clock time. The wall clock time should take possible queue waiting time into       

account.  If the job does not finish by the time reached, it is going to terminate. Next 

statement specifies the maximum amount of physical memory required per process. Next 

statement specifies the queue.   PBS can send informative email messages to you about the 

status of your job.  Next statement specify a string which consists of either the single 

character "n" (no mail), or one or more of the characters "a" (send mail when job is aborted), 

"b" (send mail when job begins), and "e" (send mail when job terminates).  The default is "a" 

if not specified. You should also specify the email address to which the message should be 

send via the -M option. We also get message on our mobile no specified in statement. 

Nest statement declares the time after which the job is eligible for execution. If you wish the 

job to be immediately eligible for execution, comment out this directive.  If you wish to run 

at some time in future, the date-time argument format is [DD]hhmm If the day DD is not 

specified, it will default to today if the   time hhmm is in the future, otherwise, it defaults to 

tomorrow. 

If the day DD is specified as in the future, it defaults to the current month; otherwise, it 

defaults to next month. Next statement specifies the priority for the job.  The priority 

argument must be an integer between -1024 and +1023 inclusive.  The default is 0. 
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The last two lines tell the HPC cluster to access the directory where the data is located for this 

job. In this example, the cluster is instructed to change the directory to the /home/rcf-

proj3/pv/test/ directory. 

 

 

 

#PBS –N AdaptivePattern  

#PBS -l nodes=1:ppn=1 

#PBS -o stdout_file 

 #PBS -e stderr_file 

#PBS -l cput=4:00:00 

#PBS -l walltime=4:00:00 

#PBS -l pmem=1gb 

#PBS -q batch # <queue_name> 

#PBS –M nilesh.maltare@gecmodasa.org,8460059687 

##PBS –a 2215   

#PBS –p 10 

cd /home/external/gtu/nileshm/prime 

mpirun -np 8 ./p_prime.o 

 
 FIGURE B.2: Sample PBS script 
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APPENDIX –C 

DESIGN PATTERN TEMPLATE 
 

Design patterns were documented in following format according to GoF book [15]: 

 

1. Pattern Name and Classification 

It describes pattern and gives us abstraction of concept. This part also classify pattern in 

three important categories: behavioural, structural and creational. 

 

2. Intent, Also Known As, Motivation: 

It is description of problem addressed by pattern. It is useful in browsing design patterns 

and useful recalling the purpose of a pattern. 

 

3.  Applicability 

It is a list of conditions that must be satisfied to use pattern properly. The conditions 

express goals that the designer is trying to achieve. For example applicability of interface 

can be described as: 

Accessing and Traversing Object Structures 

How can the elements of an aggregate object be accessed and traversed 

without exposing its underlying representation? 

How can new traversal operations be defined for an aggregate object 

without changing its interface? 

Performing Different Traversals 

How can different traversals be performed on an aggregate object? 

How can multiple traversals be pending on the same aggregate object? 

 

4. Structure 

A description of the pattern using class diagrams and object diagrams is given here. The 

class names and object names are generalizations of those that appear in the specific 

example given in the motivation. For example, the Iterator pattern uses Aggregate, 

Iterator interface and ConcreteAggregator and ConcreteIterator classes. 

Client uses Aggregate interface to create iterator object and Iterator interface to traverse 

objects. 
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FIGURE C.1: Iterator[15] 

 

5. Participants 

Each class in the structure section is briefly described. The description is a list of each 

class's responsibilities and purpose in the design. 

The important relationships and interactions among the participants is described. Object 

interaction diagrams may be used to show a complex interaction sequence. 

 Client 

Client refers to the Aggregate interface to create an Iterator object. It uses 

Iterator interface to access and traverse an Aggregate object. 

 Aggregate 

It defines an interface for creating an Iterator object. 

 Aggregate1 (Aggreate Object) 

It implements createIterator() by returning an instance of the corresponding 

iterator class (Iterator1). 

 Iterator 

It defines an interface for accessing and traversing the elements of 

an Aggregate object. An iterator is usually implemented as inner class of an 

aggregate class so that it can access the internal (private) data structures of the 

aggregate. 

 Iterator1 (Iterator Object) 

It implements the Iterator interface. 
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6. Collaborations 

Collaboration describes interaction among objectsFor example iterator collaboration can 

be given as: 

Client object uses an Iterator1 object to traverse an Aggregate1 object front-to-back. The 

interaction starts with the Client object that calls createIterator() on 

the Aggregate1 object. 

Aggregate1 creates an Iterator1 object and returns (a reference to) it to the Client. 

Thereafter, the Client uses the Iterator1 to traverse the elements of Aggregate1 front-to-

back (while iterator.hasNext(): iterator.next()). 

 

FIGURE C.2: Iterator Collaboration[15] 
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7. Consequences 

This section explains both the positive and negative implications of using the design 

pattern. Positive implications might be increased flexibility, lower memory usage, easier 

extensibility, support for particular functionality, or simplified usage. Negative 

implications might be inefficient behavior in particular cases, complex class structure for 

certain problems, loss of guarantees of system behavior, overly general design with 

attendant loss of performance or storage costs. It is important that authors of desing 

patterns present, and readers of design patterns understand, both the positive and 

negative consequences. All designs achieve a compromise among many competing 

forces and no desisgn can avoid have some negative consequences. 

 

8. Implementation 

Pattern implementation is shown for the classes given in the structure section. This 

section is provides a direction how to code the pattern in a given programming language. 

 

9.  Sample Code 

This contains sample code of pattern implemented in particular programming language. 

 

10.  Known Uses 

This is a list of systems, libraries, tools, or frameworks which have dealt with the design 

problem addressed by this design pattern. The example systems may have used a 

variation of the design pattern as a solution. 

 

11. Related Patterns 

Other design patterns that are thought to be useful in combination with this pattern are 

listed. This list provides additional guidance to designers by offering pointers to other 

patterns that are potentially useful. 

 

 This form is popular and commonly used to share pattern names, participating classes, their 

roles and collaborations 
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APPENDIX –D 

COMMON NOTATIONS OF DESIGN PATTERN 

SPECIFICATION LANGUAGES 
 

1. GEBNF 

 

GEBNF is graphical extension of BNF (Backus-Naur form). It extends traditional BNF 

by incorporating ‘reference’ facility to define graphical structure of diagram. GEBNF 

uses following notations to model entities and their relations: 

 

 

FIGURE D.1: GEBNF Notation [66] 

 

2. LePUS 

LePUS is a formal language for modeling object oriented (O-O) Design patterns. It is 

efficient, precise, concise, generic, and appropriately abstract specifications that 

effectively model the GoF design patterns.  LePUS uses first-order predicate calculus. It 

also provides graphical representation to model programs.   
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FIGURE D.2:  LePUS Symbols [67] 

 

3. BPSL 

Balanced Pattern Specification Language (BPSL)  is proposed in [58] to represent design 

pattern formally. BPSL combines formal specification of structural and behavioral 

aspects of patterns in one specification.  It uses balance way to specify patterns. It uses 

both First Order Logic (FOL) to and Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA). The First Order 

Logic to specify the structural aspect. The behavioural aspect is represented by TLA. 

Figure 4.3 shows BPSL formula: 

 

FIGURE D.3: BPSL Formula [58] 

BPSL is strong in representing structural aspects. Figure D.4 gives permanent relations 

used in BPSL. The primary entities in BPSL are Classes, attributes, methods, objects, and 

untyped values. It comprises of variable symbols, connectives (mainly ^), quantifiers 

(mainly ꓱ) and predicate symbols acting upon variable symbols. Variable symbols 

represent classes, attributes, methods, objects and untyped values while the predicate 
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symbols represent permanent relations. The domain of primary entities that are classes, 

attributes, methods, objects, and untyped values is designated receptively C, A, M, O, 

and V. 

 

 

 

FIGURE D.4: BPSL Relations [58] 
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4. LOTOS 

“LOTOS” stands for Language Of Temporal Ordering Specification. It is used to model 

the order in which the events of a system occur. LOTOS was developed to define formal 

model of OSI services and protocols.  

It model system in two parts: 

1. Behavioral model includes process algebra 

2. Abstract data types specification   

 LOTOS definition has four main parts: the syntax, the static semantics, the algebraic 

semantics of data types, and the dynamic semantics of behavior expressions. Figure D.5 

gives basic LOTOS construct for synchronization and event ordering. 

 

 

FIGURE D.5: LOTOS Constructs [70] 
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APPENDIX –E 

MD SIMULATION EXECUTION TIME AND SNAPSHOT 
 

Table E.1 shows comparison of execution time in seconds taken OpenMP and MPI. The 

parameters were same as discussed in chapter 5. Table E.2 gives comparison of speedup 

gained in two approaches. Table E.3 compares parallel efficiency in two approaches.  

 

 
TABLE E.1: COMPARISON OF EXECUTION TIME 

 

No. of 
Process/Threads 

Pure 
OpenMP 

Pure 
MPI 

1 179.3 218.7 

2 91.9 116.2 

4 51.3 62.8 

8 31.5 32.7 

16 16.3 19.83 

32 16.7 11.33 

64 16.8 5.96 

128 17.1 4.48 

 

 
TABLE E.2: COMPARISON OF SPEEDUP  

 

 

No. of 
Process/Threads 

Pure 
OpenMP 

Pure 
MPI 

1 1.22 1.00 

2 2.39 1.89 

4 4.28 3.50 

8 6.97 6.71 

16 13.47 11.07 

32 13.15 19.38 

64 13.07 36.83 

128 12.84 49.00 
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TABLE E.3: COMPARISON OF PARALLEL EFFICIENCY 
 

No. of 
Process/Threads 

Pure 
OpenMP Pure MPI 

2 0.98639826 0.78012048 

4 0.88352827 0.72173567 

                                 8 0.71944444 0.68882979 

16 0.69516871 0.5190678 

32 0.33925898 0.50005516 

64 0.16861979 0.51883013 

128 0.08283077 0.35588097 

 

 

Table E.4 shows comparison of execution time in seconds taken OpenMP,MPI, Hybrid and 

Adaptive design pattern based approach. Table E.5 gives comparison of speedup gained in all 

four approaches. 

 
TABLE E.4: COMPARISON OF EXECUTION TIME 

 

No. of 
Process/Threads 

Pure 
OpenMP Pure MPI 

Hybrid MPI-Open 
MP 

Adaptive 
Design 
Pattern 

1 179.3 218.7 219.53 192.3 

2 91.9 116.2 109.5 101.7 

4 51.3 62.8 54.6 52.6 

8 31.5 32.9 31.9 31.7 

16 16.3 21.83 17.2 16.6 

32 16.7 11.33 9.1 10 

64 16.8 5.46 5.1 5.3 

128 17.1 5.98 3.4 3.6 

 

 

 

 
TABLE E.5: COMPARISON OF SPEEDUP 

 

No. of 
Process/Threads 

Pure 
OpenMP 

Pure 
MPI 

Hybrid 
MPI-
Open 

MP 

Adaptive 
Design 
Pattern 

1 1.224373 1.003795 1 1.141601664 

2 2.388792 1.889243 1.900693 2.158603736 

4 4.279337 3.495701 3.563799 4.173574144 

8 6.969206 6.713456 6.754769 6.925236593 

16 13.4681 11.0706 12.76337 13.2246988 

32 13.14551 19.37599 24.12418 21.953 

64 13.06726 36.83389 43.0451 42.21730769 

128 12.83801 49.00223 64.56765 62.72285714 
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We have simulated classical MD with the limited number of parameters. In this appendix we 

are showing result of pattern based hybrid (OpenMP-MPI) implementation. Figure E.1 shows 

sequential implementation of MD in interactive mode. Figure E.2 shows result when only 2 

cores are used (interactive mode). 

 
 

 
FIGURE E.1: Sequential Execution 

 

 
FIGURE E.2: Execution on 2 cores 

 

Figure E.3 shows result in presence of 4 cores. We can clearly observe improvement. Figure 

E.4 shows result when 8 cores are used. 
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FIGURE E.3: Execution on 4 cores 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE E.4: Execution on 8 cores 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure E.5 shows result in which 1 node of 16 cores is used.  Figure E.6 shows result when 2 

node each of 16 cores are used. 
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FIGURE E.5: Execution on 16 cores 

 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE E.6: Execution on 2 nodes(each consists of 16 cores) 

 

Figure E.7 shows results when 4 node each consists of 16 cores are used. 
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FIGURE E.7: Execution on 4 nodes (each consists of 16 cores) 
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